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CABLE FOR SWAN’S ISLAND

ployes Now That They May Island Community Aroused—Stirring Meeting of Citizens
Catch Lobsters Again.

Calls For Connection With the Mainland—They Should
Have It, and Have It Immediately.

willing to give time to necessary In
vestigation of propositions. Our in
terests are their interests.
To see
that every possible provision is made
for successful business operations in
all localities is their assigned work.
How can we do successful business
without cable communication with
the mainland, when we do not know
market reports and conditions? Our
mail service is too infrequent and too
slow for successful business opera
tions.
'To the question, Why do we not go
out and buy our own cable? the an
swer is very obvious. During the war,
our local Re-1 Cross and our Four Min
ute Men functioned actively.
We
people of Swan’s Island responded to
very emergency, call. In every bond
issue we oversubscribed the Island's
quota—in most eases many times
oversubscribed. We went over the top
in every drive. Wc shoved off in
every emergency, right on time, and
we loyally supported our Government.
Now we have a l ight to ask the Gov
ernment to provide us with a cable
from its surplus stores.
“What does the United States Gov
ernment do when a derelict is reportd out in the ocean? It sends out a
Government vessel and either blows
it up or tows it in to port and has it
put into condition to again function
properly. Swan’s Island is now a
derelict, out in the Atlantic Ocean,
adrift, without communication. The
Jovernment can either blow us up or
tow Us in with a cable. No one wants
to blow up Swan’s Island. So we con
fidently expect to have the cable."
On motion of Hany Johnsen, duly
seconded, the chairman appointed
Seth Stockbridge, G. F. Newman and
Herbert Joyce a committee to formu
late resolutions which were unani
mously adopted and signed as follows:

As a result of a petition for a writ
of mandamus, Ransford W. Shaw, at
In addition to the effort.} previously public need, stating that the seat of
torney general of the State of Maine,
made toward securing cable connec government is in Washington and
I have purchased the TAILORING BUSINESS of
decided after conference with Mr. Rothat everything of administrative na
tion between the mainland and Swan’s
the late E. H. Rose, and respectfully solicit the con
ture emanates from there or through
dlck and after reading the brief ac
Island, a monster mass meeting was Its district branches; have authority
tinued patronage of the stores regular customers as well
companying it that section 18 of
held in Odd Fellows’ Hall at Swan’s to issue such cable received by them
Chapter 98 of the Public Laws of the
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
as that of the general public. With my experience in the
from the War Department for the
Island last evening. The hall
The Rockland Gaaette was established In State of Maine, 1921, to the effect that
filled to capacity, late arrivals finding ',ubI‘c need °f Swan'« Islal‘d and “8
1846.
In 1814 the Courier was established,
business and a proper STOCK OF SUITINGS AND
1 coast connections.
and consolidated with the Gszette In 1882. persons in the employ of the United
standing room only, as practically : “it jg jn this connection,” added the
The Tree Press was established In 18SS, and
OVERCOATINGS I feel that my patrons will be more
States
could
not
fish
for
lobsters
In
in 1801 changed Its name to tbs Tribune.
every man, woman and grown child, ‘ speaker “that your United States Sen
These papers consolidated March 17. 1807.
than pleased.
the waters of the State of Maine,
from Atlantic, Minturn and Swan’s I at°r, Frederick Hale, has been called
lt********4.*****i«-R would be declared unconstitutional by, ,sIand as we„ as intere8ted people upon to render everlasting service
ALMON P.'RICHARDSON
and benefit, not alone to the people of
Everything that happens to us leaves — the Courts and therefore should not from Rockland, Vinalhaven,
Deer | swan’s Island, but also to the citizens
Successor to E. H. Rose
some trace behind; everything con- ••• and would not be enforced.
Isle, Stonington, Frenchboro, Tre- I and residents, and business interests
tributes imperceptibly to make us what •••
The meaning of this decision and mont, Bernard and McKinley, and j situated on or near the coasts of Knox
399 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
we are —Goethe.
••• the far-reaching effects of the law as many other shore towns of Knox and and Hancock counties.
This mass
•••
passed by the last Legislature can Hancock counties, were present. The meeting is necessary to show to tho
hardly be realized by one who had not interest of the people all about Pe- Government and it’s representatives,
gone thoroughly into the matter as nobscot Bay as well as on Swan’s through the publicity of the newsSLEEPING IN FRANCE
was done by Attorney David O. Ro- island and other island communities papers, your strong desire for, and the
diek of Bar Harbor and Richard W. is thoroughly aroused and agitation j urgent need of, a cable to connect the
Thirty Thousand American Soldiers Hale of the law firm of Hale and Dorr on the cable proposition Is at a high mainland and Swan’s Island."
Will Be Buried Abroad.
I Remarks expressive of the nppreof Boston, a summer resident at pitch.
The meeting was opened at 8 p. m. elation by the company and by the
Schooner Head, whom Mr. Rodiek
American numbering 30,162 will rest called in to be associated with him in by Chairman Stinson Hooper, who people of the earnest efforts made by
presided in the unavoidable absence of ’ Capt. William Herrick to secure and
forever in the soil of France, near the this case.
Not only were the lighthouse keep Capt. William Herrick, the president ! maintain telephonic communication
battlefields where they fell, Secretary
of the Swan’s Island Telephone Co. with the island, were made by the
of War Weeks has Informed the ers, who must support their families Invocation was offered by Rev. Mr. Chairman, who also expressed the ap
and educate their children on shore,
American Legion's legislative commit and must eke out their salary with dathaway of Atlantic.
The Swan’s preciation of the assembly for the
tee in response to an inquiry. Bodies the return from lobster fishing, affect Island Orchestra, composed of Mrs, Ros great efforts and aid given by Captain
of A. E. F. dead to be returned to the ed by this law; but those affected al
coe C. Hatch, Bert Smith and Ed Van Zandt of New York.
United States total 43,670, with more so include fourth class postmasters, ward Robinson, rendered some fine
than- 40,000 of them now in this men in the navy and army reserves, musical selections at various limes
F. N. Johnson, of Johnson & Son of
country. The soldiers remaining will employes of the United States Coast throughout the evening. The chair Minturn, spoke on "Storm Signals,
be buried in six French cemeteries and Guard and Life Saving Stations, cus man read the call for the meeting, al and Loss of Fishing-Gear,” prefacing
The
Opposite Postoffice
In one in England. The cemeteries toms employes, employes of the La so read the report of the committee his remarks by the statement thit as
Resolved, That the United States
pver which the Stars and Stripes will fayette National Park on Mount De /ho have been in tcuch with repre- a minister takes for a text for his ser
forever fly are the Meuse-Argonne at sert and many others who for any tentatlves of Senator Frederick Hale, mon, "Where there is no vision, the Government, having made telephone
FLORIST 16 School st. Tei. 120
Romagnc, the Alsne-Marne at Belleau part of the year may have a salary toted progress in the matter already people perish,” appropriate to the oc onnection with nearly all the State
made and future action to be taken casion at hand would be, “Where Coast Light Stations, the few re
the Somme at Bony, the Oise-Alsne at from the government.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
of the U. 8. Senate
Seringea-et-Neskes, the St. Mihiel at
,there are no signals people suffer loss maining stations are just as important
The keepers of the lighthouses of tfter the recess ....
of life
and property."
He then and deserving, and should have tele
Thiaucourt and the Suresnes near Maine receive from $600 to $1,000 per
Conservatories, Camden, Maine. Telephone 13C-2.
Herbert Joyce addressed the meet sketched the development of forms phone connection made before the
Paris.
The
permanent American year and many of the other federal
cemetery in England will be the employes affected by the law receive ing, telling of the first telephone line and devices for signalling, from the coming winter, with the object in
view of eventually having
Storm
Brookwood, near London.
much less, while the income they have tcross Swan’s Island; how’ he was the times of primitive peoples up to the
Signal Service maintained at or near
had from lobster fishing often exceeds pioneer in the effort to secure com era just before the Civil War when
munication, in face of great trials and Gen. Myers instituted the U. 8. Signal the several Light Stations for the pro
$1,000 per year.
BELFAST BRIDGE OPENING
lifficulties, secured the first charter Service, using flags for signals. In ag tection of the lives and property of
from the Legislature in 1890, which ricultural communities a long ring on the busy fishing industries along the
The employes of the United States trail ted the right to run lines over the the telephone calls the farmer to the oast of Maine.
The Belfast bridge will not be com
Is MORE than ten times 4%. Just figure it for five years
Whereas, the western part of the
pleted for the formal dedication until as represented by the lighthouse ser alghways of the town and to make phone to receive warning of approach
at compound interest I can tell you, and tell the truth, where
Saturday, Oct. 8. The cash prizes for vice and fourth class postmasters able landing at Naskeag Point. Mr. ing storms, floods or frosts, so that by State coast is fairly well supplied
people are receiving MORE THAN 40%, and where YOU can
the best decorated ’ autos will he $15 who were perhaps better organized foyee with Gilman Staples and Henry being forewarned he takes proper pre with above-mentioned Signal Service
receive returns from large or small investments that would seem
$10 and $5. The Judges for the city than any others through their counsel Tohnson assisted an eleetician from cautions, resulting in the saving of Stations, yet Hancock and Washington r
incredible. No more risk than in a Government Bond. No
cars will be William Farwell of Thorn petitioned for a writ of mandamus ViuBlhaven, erected poles, ran the large amodnt of food products which counties are neglected, therefore be it .
stocks nor bonds, but a legitimate business WHERE OP
Resolved, That the above-named
dike, Mrs. A. M. Small of Freedom asking the Supreme Judicial Court to .vires and Installed two telephones, otherwise would be lost.
PORTUNITY IS BREAKING ALL RECORDS. This is no wild
Is the Government more Interested counties, containing a sea-coast of
and Allen H. Miller of Llncolnvlle; for order H. D. Crie, director of Sea and >ne at the store of Mr. Joyce In At
cat or fly-by-night scheme. As to my veracity, ask any citizen
the county cars, Selwyn Thompson Shore Fisheries to issue licenses to lantic and the other in a store of Isaac in the farmer than in the fisherman? over 80 miles where large numbers of •
of Belfast, where I SERVED TEN YEAR8 AS MAYOR. Would
Mrs. Essie P. Carle and Ben D. Field employes of the United States, 'on the Jtinson at Swan’s Island village, The fishing interests on this section boats and larger numbers of citizens ‘
you like to know about it? A postal will bring you detailed in
This feature of the parade will be at grounds that the law was in viola rhese two phones were operated with of the coast of Maine are among the are engaged in the fishing industry, »
formation and proof. ISN’T IT WORTH A CENT?
tractive as all of the 25 towns have tion of Section One, Article One of the much benefit to the community till largest food producers of the country. and are deserving, should be given th«
promised several cars each.
The declaration of rights of the State of luly 17, 1893, on which date the Forewarning of ,stoi m« to the fisher same protection as other sections of
HANSON
selectmen of all the towns will take Maine because it deprived the peti Swan’s Island Telephone Co. was or men by means of signal service nt the coast of Maine.
BELFAST, MAINE
llOStf
By the Committee: Seth G. StockSwan’s Island would result in saving
active parts in the parade. Two bands tioners of the right to enjoy liberty ganized.
The next speaker, Seth G. Stock- of lives of fishermen and fishing-gear bridge, G. F. Newman, H. W. Joyce.
big auto parade, good speakers, free and other rights therein declared and
secured; .second, that it was in viola jridge, treasurer of the Telephone Co. and enormous amounts of food pro
The following citizens added their
dance.
tion of the 14th amendment to the old of the past and present conditions ducts. When a lobsterman has his names to the resolutions:
constitution of the United States and if the Swan’s Island Telephone Co., traps in shallow water and a violent S. G. Stockbridge
Lillian Canary
Nettlg A Milan
particularly that clause which pro ind of the period of United States storm of which he was unsuspecting L. V Joyce
H. A. Johnson
EllenWardwell
vides that “no state shall make or en
jovernment control. He spoke of the destroys them, it is not only the loss Howard
Staples
Calvin E Stinson
force any law which shall abridge the latisfaction and pride which Herbert of traps and gear which is serious, N T Morse
Everett Kent
privileges and immunities of citizens loyce might take in seeing his first hut the greater loss of the time in John F Cooper
Lucy Smith
of the United States”; third, that it ine with its two telephones grow to w’hich those traps could have been Mrs. Chas M. Rowe Edwin R. Edwards
Thelma
Johnson
Charlie Parker
38 Miles from Rockland
violated that section of the 14th he larger plant of the Swan’s Island producing and the enormous loss in
O. Staples
Harold F. Joyce
amendment which provides that no Telephone Co., having 80 or more tel- food products resulting.
R Sadler
Mrs Frank Bridges
Dorothy
Lemoine
Clementine Robbins
slate shall "deprive any person of life
phones in operation, and using ap
There can be no such storm-warn Alden VV. Stanley
S R. Stewart
liberty, or property without due pro
proximately
25
miles
of
land
wires
and
ing
service,
for
the
large
numbers
of
Bessie
VV.
Dunham
Ellen Hughes
Chicken Dinners
Steak Suppers
Belfast
ees3 of law nor deny any person with our and a half miles of submarine ca- local fishermen, without cable con M. L. Hooper
Agnes Turner
F.
I
’
.
Eaton
in its jurisdiction equal protection of ile.
Agnes Turner
nection for Swan's Island. Especially
F
E
Bridges
Flora
Smith
the law; and fourth, that it violated
On July 17, 1903, nine citizens of where there is only one mail a day, Myra E. Sadler
Saving
Luura Ctanley
SPECIAL
the general implied prohibition of he town met at the home of Capt. brought by steamer, and none at all on Amanda Sprague
Stinson Hooper
state inferences with federal func
H. H. Hathaway
William Herrick and were legally in- Sundays, the storms arrive before the Julia Johnson
WEEK DAYS, 12 to 2; 6 to 8
CHICKEN DINNERS
VV. Stinson
G. E Stockbridge
tions.
orporated under the title of the newspapers are received with their IAdelbert
Bridges
Cheater A Sprague
SUNDAYS,
1 to 2.30; 6 to 8
This petition was sent to Attorney Swan's Island Telephone & Telegraph warnings. The speaker Instanced the G. C Dunham
H. W. Staples
SUNDAYS, $1.25
General Ransford JV. Shaw, who rep Co., capital stock $5,000. Mr. Joyce’s case of Capt. Joe Jackson, who on an Gladys Pettengill
Helen Torrey
J VV. Sprague
resents the state and defends the con lioneer line was purchased and paid apparently calm, clear morning set out W. 8. Kelley
Donald Joyce
K J. Joyce
stitutionality of the laws of the State. 'or with shires of slock of the com- 120 lobster traps near the shore in Cora Page
12 to 2 Standard Time
Excellent Cooking with Good Service in one of
John Lemoine
And Attorney General Shaw after >any. Stock was sold liberally to cit- comparatively shallow water. Before Mrs. Roscoe Conkling Abby Stanley
Edith Staples
conference with Mr. Rodiek became so zens cf the town and to people on the night a violent storm lashed the coast Imogene Conary
M. Joyce
LOBSTER SUPPER^
Maine’s Most Attractive Villages
F. H Johnson
thoroughly convinced that the courts ihores of Penobscot Bay and the pro- and 100 of those traps were destroyed Tina
Hazel Staples
L. H Trask
would declare this law unconstitution
•eeds were used In establishing lines by the heavy seas,
David C. Bridges
Myrtle J Staples
Daily, 6 to 7:30
nl upon presentation of the writ of hroughout the town. March 11, 1907
L. G. Eaton
“Figure for yourelf the loss of the Hattie D. Kent
G.
F. Newman
Mary A. Stanley
mandamus that he advised H. D. Crie, capital was Increased to $8000, and the traps and gear and loss of earning Ernest
T. VanZandt
JONES-WHITTIER, Prop*.
Minnie Staples
director of the Sea and Shore Fisher ‘Xtra shares issued and subscribed.
capacity and loss of food production! Isaac B Gage, M. D. Dorothy Kent
73s-tf
inn tn
ies, that that part of Section 18, dis
In the Spring of 1909 a submarine ' In
In urirlif
addition
to nrnnortv
property Inou
loss, (bnrn
there is the’ C. VV. Stockbridge
Laura Stinson
criminating against employes of the •able was purchased at an initial cost more appalling loss of lives which could Mrs. Calvin StockbridgeG. E. Trask
Lottel Staples
J. A. Smith
United States was to be disregarded >f $2,800, and in June of that year be saved by adequate warning.
In Mrs. Etta Stanley
8 J. Kessel
in the future and that upon applica •onnection was made with the New stance the severe storm in vicinity of Alpha Stewart
Everett Lemoine
Annie B Kelley
tion licenses were to be Issued to all England Telephone Co. at Brooklin. Searsport, not many weeks ago, when R. C. Joyce
WE APPRECIATE
B R. Staples
Clyde M. Torrey
of that Cass of people.
buildings
were
razed
and
much
dam

This necessitated the installation of
Clara V. Grant
Rae Gott
The case is one which has unique lew, long-distance telephone instru age done by the violence of the gale 0. L. Milan
Spth Joyce
YOUR BUSINESS
Lighthouse KeeperNcttie Tinker
features, not the least of which were ments which were rented from the If such a storm had prevailed in this
C. 8. Smith
Sylvester Morse
those messages which went out from New England Co.
Thus the local section of the coast the fishing boats Mrs
E VV. Sprague
This is a bank where you feel at
Ethel Lyddie
Bar Harbor to the lights along the •ompany became sublicensed to the would have been capsized and many VV. J. Freethy
Mildred Smith
coast, to the keeper of the light on X. E. Co. Kates favorable to the peo- ’ives lost- With cable connection and Minnie Parker
home. We appreciate your busi
John 0. Duke
Flora M. Turner ' ' VV. S. Joyce
Baker Island, to the keeper of the light
le of the island and elsewhere were timely warning the fishermen could Winnie
Newman
Mrs. Ethel Rowe
ness and endeavor to make our service useful
on Matinicus, on Mt. Desert Rock, and established. A certain portion of the have remained ashore and protected William H. Burns
Lucy Stanley
all up and down the line, east and earnings of the company was put aside their property.”
F F. Morse
Rose D. Scott
—giving more than ordinary attention to your
Peter
Olvan
•
•
•
•
4 T. Bridges
west and far out to sea; and at day is an emergency fund for repairs and
Mrs
Bessie
Dunham
A.
financial affairs.
break many of the men who have fol
ipkeep of cable, and uninterrupted
In the day of the old cable two Corinne H. Edwards BertM.L.Torrey
Smith
lowed the lobster fishing Industry for »ervicc- between the mainland ar.d the fishermen, who set out in the early Harry Smith
Blanche Duke
Frederick L. Gago
years,
set
their
traps
once
more,
their
Elsie
Bridges
sland
was
furnished
for
several
morning,
failed
to
return
at
dark,
and
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
vi I la Bridges
Mrs. L B. Conary
relief so great that, they told Mr. Ro
/ears to the mutual benefit of peoples many friends and relatives sat up in Fla
Freeman Staples
Helen Dodd
dick they scarcely knew how to ex it either end.
lonely vigil through the long hours of Sylvia A. Stockbridge Percy H. Sprullng
• * • •
press it.
the night waiting for their return. By Hannah Stanley
C. M Bridges
Mrs. Mary L. T rrIn the summer of 1918 the United daylight a terrible gale was blowing Cora D. Bridges
Resources
Edna Stanley
Effie Bridges
*
| States Government assumed formal and tremendous seas running, and H VV. Joyce
Lida Bridges
Rockland, Maine
•ontrol of this company, along with there were no boats staunch enough F. N. Johnson
A. J Fuller, M D.
1905
Florence VanZandt
| others, as a war measure. Then toll to go out in search of the missing Wallace Bridge
M. Stockbridge. P.M.Charles Staples
$399,000.00
rates were reduced as distances were men. By 8.30 a. m. F. N. Johnson got V.
Calvin A. Stanley
E. H. Sprague
’omputed by air-line measurements, a call through to Rockland. Word was Lillian Stanley
White Street, near Llmerock
Charles M. Rowe
1910
Rev. A. E Scott, Sector
Austin J. Fernaid
I ivhich caused the Island company to sent to the Coast Guard and by noon B F Gott
Joyce
Mrs Stella Hart
$984,000.00
Ji^High Street. Telephone 46-1
| suffer on account of the small mileage the U. S. Cutter was sailing by Black Marne
a. vv. Sadler
William Bridges
If this telephone is not answered call 56-M
j )f its toll lines as compared with those Ledge, searching for the men. They Alden Joyce
Edward D. Scott
1915
)f connecting companies. Except in were rescued. But under such an B 8. Joyce
Alfred Sprague
Eighteenth Sunday after Trinity, Sept. 25th,
VV.. H. VanHorn
$1,357,000.00
| imes of an unusual amount of busi other circumstance, while we have no M. Sprague
Holy Communion at 7.30 a. m. only;
G. C. Joyce
E. F. Robinson
ness, the returns were hardly suffi cable connection, no request for aid A. M. Parker
Morning Prayer and Litany, with music
And many others.
1921
could
be
sent
from
the
island.
cient
to
pay
cost
of
operation
and
and sermon, at 10.30; Church school at
STREET
12.15; fast time. No evening service
maintenance.
It is true we might live without a
$2,752,000.00
The Church School meets next Sunday for
On July 31, 1919, the Government cable; but our circumstances and re YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the beginning of the fall term, with graded
We do first class Laundering in a
control.
The
reim- lations with the rest of the world are
classes corresponding to the grades of the I relinquished
si
Whatever your occupation mayj>e
may,
and
howpublic schools. All are asked to be pres | hursement for losses sustained while far different now from what they were
thjlklrs. do not
ever crowded your hours with
ent and arrange for the work of the term
inder such control was assured, but in the days of our grandfathers. ,We fail to secure at least a few
r every
day
«r
now beginning.
?r
wit a bit
io satisfactory settlement has ever must keep in touch with the world. for refreshment of your Inner
with
Thursday, the feast of St. Michael and All
of
poetry.
—
Charles
Norton.
les
silot
N
Our
boys
and
girls
away
seeking
high

Angels, Holy Communion at 7.30 a. m. | >een made with the Island company.
CALL
No evening service Thursday.
New and more favorable rates were er education have to keep, in touch
SIR PHILIP SIDNEY
At Thomaston Sunday, Evening Prayer with
hen made with the New England Co., with home. By placing ourselves on
Within these woods of Arcadle
music and sermon at 7 ; Rockland people I hut three months after release from record, and showing the urgent need
S
Paid on Savings Accounts
He
chiefe
delight and pleasure tooke.
are Invited to go over on the 6 20 car.
Swan’s
lovernment control the cable parted of cable connection with
And on the mountaidD Partheule.
Ql—HMIIBIBI
Upon
the
chrystall
liquid brooke.
I ind though repairs were attempted, a Island, and asking the aid of the
The Muses met him ev’ry day,
Somebody
] thorough examinaticn showed that United States in furnishing the cable,
That taught him sing, to write, and eay.
much of th? armor of the cable was we hope that the Government officials
When he descended down the mount.
n such worn-out condition that fur- will take due notice and have *the
His personage seemed most divine,
Deposits Your Money
I1her efforts to effect repair were use mainland and Swan’s Island recon
PRETTY
A thousand graces one might count
| less. Now, with cost of cable in nected by cable before the hard win
Upon his lovely, cheerfull elne;
reafced three times that of the orlg- ter conditions set In.
To heare him speake and sweetly smile,
Why
Not
You
You
were In Paradise the while.
Llewellyn V. Joyce, chairman of the
BEAD
I inal cost, the financial condition of
at $1.20 per gallon, is best
.he company, adversely affected by Republican Town Committee spoke
A
sweet
attractive klnde of grace.
MADE TO ORDER
for your paroid roofing,
He said, in
wartime Government control, is such on “Public Interest.”
A full assurance given by lookes,
NECKLACES
Contlnuall
comfort In a face,
.hat it is unable to purchase a new part: “Who is the Public? Everybody,
which should be painted be
SECURITY
W. F. TIBBETTS & CO.
The lineaments of Gospell bookes;
jable. But whatever cf resources it from the humblest clam digger or lob
I trowe that countenance cannot lie.
fore cold weather.
I has. the company will cheerfully eon- sterman up to the highest official in
SAIL MAKERS
Whose thoughts are legible In the eie.
Washington.
”
The
old
saying
was,
If
•ribute
to
the
means
of
reestablish
TRUST
COMPANY
81 FRONT STREET
Was never ele did see that face,
nent of Swan’s Islard cable connec- you don’t see what you want, ask for
Building formerly occupied by
Was never eare did he.ire that tong.
|
lion.
it.
You
must
not
only
do
that,
but
Was
never mlnde did minde his grace,
A. J. Bird & Co.
H.
CO.
Vinalhaven
Union
That
ever thought the travell long;
Rockland
Capt.
Ernest
T.
Van
Zandt
of
New
also
work
for
it.
For
over
30
years
I
TELEPHONE 225-R
ioetf
But
eles,
and cares and ev’ry thought.
I York spoke on the Attitude of the have found Government officials in
Warren
$50 per thousand feet
45-ThASzt-tf
Were with his aweete perfections caught.
| United States Government toward terested, even in isolated places, and
—Matthew Boyden.

CUT UUOWERS
PALMS, FERNS

Floral Designs a Specialty

Glaentzel,

40 PER CENT A YEAR

E. F.

WISCASSET INN

WINDSOR
HOTEL

Time

Daylight

Tiie Rockland National Bank

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
LIMEROCK

SANITARY LAUNDRY
PEOPLE’

AWNINGS, TENTS and
WA60N COVERS

170
LAUNDRY

4

Per Cent

EVERJET ELASTIC
PAINT

W.

GLOVER

OREL E. DAVIES
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THE BLOW HAS FALLEN

The Courier-Gazette
r

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_________

Rockland. Maine, Sept. 24. 1921.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddie. who on
fca-h declares lhat he Is pressman ln lhe office
ot the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of Sept. 22.
2921, there waa printed a total of 5.911 copies

,

Before me,

PRANK B. MILLER,

Notary Public.

in Social Circles

R. L. Bean, Former Cashier of Megunticook National
Bank, Indicted In U. S. Court For Alleged Defalcation J. F. Woodaum of Norridgewock is
*
one
rx
zs
i
,
zx
clthe guest of his dau6hter -Mrs- A- B
Amounting to >257,000—Dr. G. L. Crockett One of | Alien, Admontem avenue,
the Bondsmen—Case Goes To December Term.
Miss Hazel Reed of Bangor arrived

Dvery-Other-Day

ALL RUN DOWN
AND WORN OUT
Because you have not thoroughly
purified your blood, but have allowed
to remain in it the accumulations of
waste matter that cause weakness. I
loss of appetite, dull headache, broken I
sleep, backache, eruptions and humors |
nd other troubles.
Take Hood's Sarsaparilla, the medi- I
cine that renovates, strengthens, tones I
it will build you up. make you feel |
beter all over.
Hood’s Pills help as a stomach- |
toning, digestive cathartic.

in this city Wednesday and will remain
for the winter with her parents. Mr.
Friends of Robert L.. Bean, the well band was guilty of illegal business and Mrs. B. B. Reed, Xorth Main
methods. She joined with him in street.
I There Is no time when Rockland | known Camden banker, shipbuilder
transferring title in their Joint real
and
horseman,
were
shocked
yester

Miss Dorothy Alperln is home from
Jkould not be the better off if its bus
estate holdings, of her own property
day to learn that two indictments had and they also delivered their personal Worcester. Mass, for the holidays.
iness men were taking active interest
been brought against him in V. S. Dis property, everything of value they
R. L. Knowlton. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Miss Elizabeth Carini. who has been Wolfe. Mr. and Mrs Adriel V. Bird. Dr. |
In a definite organization—call it a trict Court, Portland, alleging a defal owned, to the syndicate.
spending
t'-ie
summer
at
her
home
on
Indications that all was not exactly
Ruth McBeath and E. B. MacAUister.
board of trade, chamber ot commerce. cation of 5257,000 from the Jleguntias it should be at the last regular ex Park street, has returned to New York,
What you will, so long as it functions I cook Xational Bank. Miss Ella M. amination of the bank led to a special where she will resume teaching and
A good number attended the social
In a definite manner for the business I Mackay, bookkeeper, was jointly in examination. There were no apparent studying.
tendered Class 26 ot the M. E. church
dicted with Mr. Bean on the charge of discrepancies in either department but
by Mrs. Alvra W. Gregory Thursday, ]
Mrs. Fred Brown of the West Mead
pnd community interests of the city.
certain telltale signs seemed to war
at her home on Camden street. The
aiding and abetting.
ows
has
returned
from
a
visit
with
her
rant the special examination. The ex
Just now there are two matters de
Mr. Bean was arraigned yesterday aminers were able to lay bare some son. Clarence. In Auburn and Mrs. H. evening was enjoyabl.v s|tent in sewing
patchwork and eating fudge and fruit.
E. Biggs in Wayne.
serving immediate and earnest atten in Portland and entered a plea of "not of the extraordinary transactions.
Mrs. Roscoe Staples, class president,
It was found that the hank was
One
is
the
coming
winter
train
I
guilty,"
with
option
of
withdrawing
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Packard accom ailed a business meeting, and plans
carrying
Mr.
Bean
’
s
notes
for
$119,000.
schedule I his plea within 30 days.
Bail was
were discussed for rally day; also for
Service. If the announced
This was nearly 20 times the amount panied by Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Stewart
class supper and a rummage sale in
given in the sum of $5000. each, on the bank was authorized to loan to of Bangor leave today for a two week’s
|s not to be amended, it means that
the near future.
the two indictments against him and any one borrower. Mr. Bean resigned motor trip in the course of which they
|he hitherto-enjoyed late atternoon the case went forward to the Decem- when confronted with the revelation will visit Quebec. Montreal and New
Among out of town people here for
York. They plan to make a brief visit
train out and the evening train in are Ker term of v. S. District Court. Mr. and the directors were aghast.
» Christian Science lecture Thursday
Daniel C. Mulloney of Boston, chief with Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McLain, Jr.
were George Foster of Portland, Miss
Io be taken away from us. Passen- 1 Bean’s bondsmen arc Dr. G. 1.. Crock national bank examiner for New Eng in Pawtucket. R I.
lizaheth Wiederhold and Mrs. Porter
ett of Rockland and Charles Scott of land concentrated his attention and
jgers leaving Boston by afternoon train
Mrs. Lillian Sprague Copping re- -awry of Vinalhaven and Mrs. Mc1 Portland.
energy on this tangle, immediately
Will have to spend the night in Port
Miss Mackay was to be arraigned acting with full authority from the | turns tonight from two week's stay in 'arland of Augusta.
|later.
comptroller of the currency to take [New York.
land, arriving here the following fore
Mrs. Albert F. Pillsbury, who has
That Mr. Bean’s affairs were in a whatever action his judgment con
noon—nearly 24 hours on the journey. |yery serious condition was not un- sidered best.
Mrs. Fred A. Parker. Mrs. Charles been spending the summer with hetsister. Mrs. Lillian S. Copping, and
With tlie fact that no Xational bank Walsh and Mr. and Mrs. Enos Nokes
Unless a business man can get his known to many persons in Knox
xjuiecs a.
a
I county, who have been in touch with has collapsed in this district since the I and son Elias of Boston are making a mother, Mrs. Malvie K. Sprague, ex
Boston letters into the postoffice by |i|,e developments of the Megunticook Federal Reserve Act was |«ssed, the I week’s stay at the Ibrook Cross cottage, pects to leave tomorrow for Washing
ton where she will join her husband.
a o’clock, they will not get delivery in National Bank since early in the year, plan was to avoid marring that rec- I Crescent Beach
They will visit in Michigan before re
*
land those nearest him have been ord. G. T. Hodgman, then president;
turning to their home in Berkeley,
Boston until the morning of the sec- muci, concerned as to what might be C. W. Babb, recently president; C. P.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Adams, and Mr
and a half I the outcome, but it is only within a Brown, L. M. Chandler and J. W. In and Mrs John L Burns. Dr. and Mrs. Calif. Mrs. Pillsbury expresses deep
bnd day following, a day
I few days that the real extent of the graham. undertook to assume some F. E. Follett and Mr. and Mrs. George egret on leaving her former home,
where she has passed a most delight
bn the way. Suppose he writes and|matter was j<nown. Here is the un personal liability.
W. Mugridge are on a motor trip to
ful summer among friends and rela
afternoon. I fortunate story, as told in the Evening
Their advance was $12,000 each, as Quebec in the Adams and Follett cars.
tives.
I Express, published last night in Port- to five of them, and the cancellation
XJnder the proposed train service his )andi where the grand jury made its of the stock, $50,000 brought a total
One of the happy social events of
At the Bee Hive Cafe. Limeroek
letter will reach Boston late the next I repoi t
fund of $110,000 from those two the season at Ingraham HIU was the
street, commencing next Monday, reg
sources.
utility shower given Wednesday even
ular 40-cent dinner. See for your
(flay and receive delivery oa Wednc»- i Nothing in Maine of its kind in reAppeal to wealthy men wno own ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
self.—adv.
Hay morning. An immediate reply to ^nt years has reached the magnitude summer property in that section met Charles Wooster for their son Ansel
3
lot this sensation in banking circles with willing response whence to ob and his wife, who were recently mar
that letter will reach the Rackland |an<j the illegal misuse of bank funds tain the balance of $147,000 with which ried. The bride and groom had been
STICKNEY CORNER
merchant about Thursday noon.
K more than a year has been adjudi to meet obligations. Contractors and enjoying supper with a neighbor, and
~
lea ted without the loss of a dollar on others who had furnished stock and I upon being summoned home were auc
Mrs. Elizabeth Rollins, who has been
These conditions set our city back j ty,e part of the depositors. The cap- material for the schooners were ap prised to find many guests assembled.
spending a few days in Lewiston with
Jnto the slow regions of fifty years aso I
. .
, .
,
.
, peased by part payments, thus avoid A social evening was enjoyed, and the her son. George F. Rollins, has , re
I been wiped out, however, and each of ing involuntary bankruptcy proceed unwrapping of the presents proved turned home.
tend are intolerable, They should not I the five directors has taken an assess ings and while dwellers in that part very interesting.
The guests were:
Miss Maggie Lambert who has been
I ment of $12,000 apiece. Wealthy men of the State had some intimation of JIrs. Ross Hewett, Mrs. Helen Mont
living with Mr. and JIrs. E. A. Sidebe suffered without a determined ef
I who have superb summer homes along unusual proceedings being in process, gomery, Mrs. Bert Day. Miss Thelma linger, has gone to board with Mr. and
fort being made to have the needs and I the Camden and Rockport shores have the real condition of affairs of the Day, Mrs. Ansel Wooster, Mrs. Cora
JIrs. Wilbert DeCoster.
|he rights of this section of the state advanced the balance and have taken bank and Mr. Bean have not become Cushman, Miss Clara Spaulding. Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cramer and
| such security as Mr. Bean could pro- known generally.
Xettie Dunton, Mrs. Elmer Ames, JIrs. son Murdock were the guests of Mr.
|nore fittingly recognized.
vide.
Only with publication of this in Stanley .Montgomery, .Mrs. Ada Hewett and Mrs. Peter Doucette Sunday.
The bank's good will and business dictment is the substance or detail of Jliss Edna Hewett. JIrs. Frank Butler,
Another matter relates to the efMr. and Mrs. Chester Overlock and
have been sold to the Security Trust this bank tragedy divulged.
Miss Nellie Follett, Mrs. Edgar Atkins, daughter Edna, who have been spend
the
people
of
forts being made by
Co., of Rockland and is continuing as
So rapid and successful were the JIrs. Charles Wooster, Mrs. George ing part of their vacation with Mrs.
a branch of that institution.
The efforts to save the bank that the suc Everett, Miss Margaret Everett, JIrs Overlock’s brother. Wilburt DeCoster,
pwan’s Islanu *o secure cabla
Camden Securities Co., has been in cess of well matured plans was as- Alfred Young, Miss Katherine Wooster halt returned home.
fcnunication with the mainland, before I corporated to handle the details of the sured within a month from the special I Master Maynard Ames. Ansel Wooster,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kennedy of
tarinter sets them off into a state of I business that could not be closed up examination. It was presumed at that Edgar Atkins. George Everett, Charles Allston,- Mass., and mother. JIrs. Mary
immediately, financed by capitalists time that Mr. Bean was solvent apd Wooster and Chares L. Collins.
Kennedy, called on friends here re
Isolation. Here is a section cf the wjj0 came to the rescue when appeal he gave verbal assurance that he
cently.
Maine coast that ought to find in »as made to them to assist in pre- would, take care of the notes, amount
John J. McNeil of Telkwa, B. C. ar
Mr. and JIrs. George S. Aehorn and
I serving the integrity of the commun- ing to $119,000, within two weeks. rived in the city yesterday for a few daughter Phyllis and Dr. J. H. Aehorn
JRockland Its natural business ct-.ier. ity The security Trust Co. is one of That it was impossible for him to do hours’ stay. He is a former Rockland
who have been spending two weeks in
Proper effort by our business men the strongest financial institutions in so became manifest and further in boy. who has been away from home Lee and Topsfield, were Joined by Mrs
IJIaine. and the depositors are fortu- vestigation showed that the total. 32 years. Tuesday's issue will tell
H. Aehorn in Old Town, returning
iwould inevitably clinch the connec- I na,e jn that their interests now re- $257,000 on
final tabulation, was more about him.
home Sunday.
tne
I
ceive
protection
through
the
large
re

double
the
amount
he
could
muster
by
tion. If they should seize upon
Freddie Folsom and aunt. Mrs. Annie
sources of that bank. •
the best possible inventory.
Master William Booth leaves Mon Folsom, who came from Westboro to
present opportunity and lend Swan’s
Mr Bean resjgned as cashier when
Cyrus H. K. Curtis. Dr. William day to enter the Moses Brown School attend the funeral of the late Carl Fol
Island a hand in obtaining this need- confronted with startling facts Jan. Phelps and T. Charlton Henry of at Providence.
som, returned home Saturday.
123, after examination of the bank by'Philadelphia, Chauncey Keep, C. B.
Guy W. Jackson came near having a
-which with proper effort in J-p
Cooper of Augusta,’ national. Borland and H. H. Windsor of ChiRalph Smith, who has been serving serious accident between Stickney Cor
tertain quarters can easily be had— bank examiner. Without any prom- cago and Robert Law, Jr., of Rock- I with
................
_ Mexican ner and Cunningham’s Comer.
the C. S. ____________
forces on the
He
ise of immunity or any guarantee of port responied when approached and border, is home on a furlough.
drives a Chandler and as the brakes
the helpfulaction would, we areeon- even partial protection, he assumed advised of the collapse of the bank.
were not working satisfactory going
Udent beofincalculableadvantage
to such share of the burden as he was They advanced substantially on such
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen and chll down this long hill the car went into
able and has assisted in every way to security as Mr. Bean could offer to I dren. who have been spending the the ditch, just clearing a telephone
bur city.
undo, in part, the great wrong of alleviate the trouble. This assurance I summer at the Copper Kettle with Mr pole. Mr. Jackson received no serious
removed the last obstacle and the rest and Mrs. S. W. Lawry, motored to injuries hut the car looks like going to
Are not these things of sufficient | which he was conscious.
His tremendous losses came when of the work was comparatively easy, [ their home in Portland Thursday.
the repair shop.
fcnoment to arouse immediate action!
he clung too long to the ship building
Normal deposits in the commercial
business. He resumed building, after department at the time of the alleged
The Emergency Class of the Baptist
a lapse of years, at a period of infla- defalcation were $100,000 and in the I Church were delightfully entertained
Living Witn White Paint.
SWAN’S ISLAND BY CABLE
tion, and did not unload until deflation savings bank of $400,000.
In a hospital ward, or u ’’dental par
at supper last night by Miss Eda
Allusion in another paragraph to the I had set in and gained rapidly.
Alan L. Bird of Rockland has acted 1 Knowlton at her home on Limeroek lor," or n sanitary bathroom, Jn any
To recoup, keep going and exert as attorney for the bank in the long street.
JIrs. B. P. Browne was
place where only cleanliness Is sought
every effort to avoid small loss, he is period of adjustment.
Jliss Ella I guest.
and a chance to detect any Intruding
bors of Swan's Island receives em- alleged to have gradually absorbed Mackay, assistant to the cashier, adphasis from the story told on the first | this tremendous sum from both the mitted that she knew something of i prof Hermann S Hering of Con colored object, let there be white. In
Prof.
page ot this paper of the public meet savings and commercial branches of the transactions that Mr. Bean was cord x H who gave the Christian a home for humuii belnge, no, Christo
pher L. Ward writes in the Yale Re
ing held there this week. We commend I the bank. His investments are rep- engaging in, but her confidence was Scj„nce Lecture Thursday night is a
, . .v,
k •
resented in the schooners R. L. Bean unshaken and she said she received guest with his wife at the Thorndike view.
White Is too clean nnd pure
Its perusal to the bus.ness men of and T N Barnsdall. thc latter uncom. no pecuniary compensation for aiding h0,h Migs Hildeglrd Herln-and sis
and chaste and sanitary to commence
Rockland,with the furthersuggestion pleted. Schooner property is but a and abetting. H. H. Huse, also a ter. JIrs Calvin Nerr who have been with humanity, except when human
that some concrete expression of our|sma11 fraction of war time figures and ; clerk in the bank, had no knowledge I spending the past 19 summers
Ibis rnnitv tnrnpH over
nvf»r to
fn the
fhu syr
svnHi.
nf Ihp dpfa Ina tirxn Vx»«,
__ I __ . .
® at ity is temporarily cleaned and purified
.
, , to
. the authorities
..
...
Utlzens forwarded
at. I his .equity,h turnedgquare
thpm fo
»;ndi- of the defalcation, his work being ‘Bridgeside,’’ Vinalhaven, are In the —momentarily nscepticlzed and dehu
.. square them for the such that he tvould not discover that
city tdklay calling on friends before manized.
Xo real human being can
^Washington would powerfully help the total sum they have advanced, in the anything was wrong.
Starting for their home in Philadel live up to—or down to—white paint.
earnest people of Swan’s Island in their opinion of experts, within the next
Stock was held in small blocks, for phia.
Every real human being with any self'the most part and all is lost.
Diviendeavors. In the Government store- few years if ever.
knowledge and any appreciation of the
houses are lvinE countless miles of un- . Mrs’ Bean wa® Prostrated when she .dPnds had been paid at Irregular inThe
Good
Cheer
Sewing
Circle
will
J
‘
‘
learned the true status of affairs, hav- tervals but the bank was generally
esthetic relationship between himself
meet
in
Temple
hall
next
Tuesday
Used cable, worthless in such state of | jng had no intimation that her hus- ‘regarded as being sound,
aud his surroundings ought to know
[ afternoon
disuse. It needs only action in the
that white paint is quite too perfect
proper quarter to enlist Government in
Mrs. Charles Johnson, who has been nnd too good for human nature's daily
terest, when the utilizing of a few
visiting her sister, Mrs. Harry Hans food.
_ com. Masonic street, has returned to
miles of this cable would be quickly ac
giber home in Dorchester.
complished and Swan’s Island brought IS
Into the connection with the mainland
Mrs. J. II. Breen and Miss Bernice
Stars in "THE BARBARIAN” I Tibbetts
It Begins September 23rd
that it formerly enjoyed. Lend them a]
of Augusta are visiting their
former Rockland homes until next
hand.
Tuesday.
"RED MASQUERADE"
MONDAY

A BOARD OF TRADE

4 PARK THEATRES

TODAY All

THAT LOBSTER LAW
Readers of The Courier-Gazette have I
had their interest keenly aroused by]
the numerous communications lately
printed in these columns dealing with
the Maine lobster law. The conclusion
of the whole matter, as told on an
other page, of this issue, will cheerl
the hearts of the lighthouse keepers j
along our coast, who had been forbid
den under that law to fish for lobsters.

There seems to be some misunder
standing regarding hunting licenses.
To procure one all a person has to do
is to register with the city or town
clerk and pay him 25 cents for his li
cense. This license is then good con
tinuously and does not have to be re
newed from year to year. Hunters
should, however, always carry their li
censes with them as they may be de
tnanded by a warden at any time. The
main idea in having all hunters li
censed, isAiait it stives as a means of
identifica<ji<in'if a man is in the woods
nnd a wartfen wishes the information.
It also prevents out of State hunters
coming into Maine and, if found in the
woods, declaring themselves residents
of the State and thereby getting away
from paying a non-resident hunter's
license.
FIRE IN ROCKPORT

ALLSTARS

TUESDAY
MARY MacLAREN
“THE WILD” GOOSE”,

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thorndike are
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wilson of Palm Reach. Florida
“THE STCALERS”
at their summer home at Cooper’s
This theatre will be closed the first five days of next week for rtno_ Beach.
vation purposes. The pictures will be transferred to Empire Theatre, fe
The ample bag of black duck shot at
Molasses Pond by Mr. and Mrs. E. K.
Leighton and Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Spear proved a delicious course at a
dinner party given by them at Mrs.
Leighton’s home on Beech street last
evening. Their guests included Mr.
and JIrs. Ensign Otis, Mr. and Mrs.

REDUCED RATES

Bath, connecting there with Kennebec Navigation

FOR THESE RATES OF FARE

Newcastle to Boston......................
Damariscotta to Boston.................
Waldoboro to Boston...................
Thomaston to Boston...................
Rockland to Boston........................
Rockport
add trolley
Camden
fare to Rockland

$3.21
$3.21
$3.67
$4.21
$4.37

1854

1921
THE

Rockland, Maine
We now have the Maine Centennial Half
Dollars for sale at 50 cents each.

All Inside Rooms $1.00, Outside Rooms $2
Parlor Rooms $3.00
Boat leaves Bath on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 7:00
P. M. Leaves Boston on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 6:00 P. M.

BURGLARY AT LONG COVE

We carry automobiles, Bath to Boston and return for $5.00, when
accompanied by two or more persons.

RUGS

BOOTH

AT

HALL

EXHIBITION

MR. PROUTY. THE MILL REPRESENTATIVE, WILL BE WITH THE
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Durable
Sanitary
Water
proof
Watch wear test
of Bird’s Neponset

Rain or Shine

Easily cared for
Absolutely
Guaranteed

The celebrated
HOUSEHOLD

RANGES and

HEATERS
will also be shown
at the Fair

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE FOR THIS SALE
Let us show you how best to use this quality Floor Covering

Stonington Furniture Co.
L. MARCUS

18 School St., opp. Post Office

Rockland, Maine

ALL GOODS DELIVERED FREE WITH OUR TRUCK

NEW YORK BAKERY
—WILL BE—

Closed

One

SEPTEMBER 26

TO

Week

OCTOBER

1

113-114

SATURDAY EVENING, SEPT. 24
Dancing 8 to 12.
CARS

Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c.

AFTER THE

MARSTON’S

Plus Tax.

DANCE

MUSIC

GOOD TIMES

GOOD CROWDS

PARK THEATRE KISS?; Oct. 6
tNOT A CONCERT OR MOVING PICTURE)

Direct from Plymouth Theatre, Boston, and Jefferson
Theatres TRIUMPHS!!
"The John McCormack of comic opera.”—N. Y. World

o

SS

LtMMib

in n'
cont-or \
mith JonGS

IRISH EYES

Gorgeous scenic production in 3 acts and 6 scenes.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

Compare Rates With Others—You Can Save Money This Way

A bam, adjoining “Lookout" cottage
in Rockport, was burned last night and
the porch of the cottage was damaged.
Mrs. C. W. Henry is tlie owner. The
property was unoccupied.

Bdoth Bros.’ store at Long Cove was
burglarized last night. Sheriff Thursgun is investigating,

North
National
Bank c

Co. Steamship CITY OF ROCKLAND.

AND

DEMONSTRATION sale
AT UNION FAIR, SEPT. 27, 28, 29

thrilling story begins in the
Boston Globe on Friday,
September 23. Order the
Globe from your newsdeal
er or newsboy and read the
story of the “Lone Wolf’s
Daughter."

„ , - At the. Stgn of,
|iNorth National Bank

IT'

COVERING

FLOOR

by Louis Joseph Vance. This

TO BOSTON
You can go to Boston via Maine Central Railroad to

NEPONSET

HEAR MR. SCANLAN’S NEW SONGS

“MAVOURNEEN”
“MY GALWAY ROSE”
“THE ROAD TO MY LOVE”
“AN IRISH SONG WILL LIVE AS LONG
AS LIFE AND LOVE SHALL LAST’
“KATHLEEN”
“JUDY, YOU’RE THE JUDY OF THEM ALL”
Special numbers on Irish harp and bagpipes
PRICES (back to normal) $1.50, $1.00, 75c
24-27-29 & 1 lime

Third Liberty Loan Coupons are due Sept. 15th

North National Bank
Rockland,

ALL SAILINGS DAYLIGHT TIME

1

Maine

» EMPIRE

THEATRE »

Today: Gladys Walton in "RICH GIRL, POOR GIRL”
The little alley cat who turned into a pet angora.
NEXT WKKK:' "THE MISTRESS OF SHENSTONE” and "WANTED
AT HEADQUARTERS”

Every-Oth er-Djpy

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 24, 1921

talk of tbe own

DIED FROM INJURIES
Albert C. Niles of Rockland

WaiNS NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Victim of Clark Island Ac

Sept. 26 (6 30 p. ni, standard)—Adjourned
town meeting at Owls Head.
Sept 27—Street Railway Relief Association’s
annual ball at Oakland Park
Sept. 27, 28, 29—North Knox Fair meets in
Cnlon.
Oct. 2—Standard Time resumed iu Rockland, j

Oct. 3—City Covernment meeting
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln

County

Fair

meets in

Damtrlscot’u
Oct. 5—Tranquility Orange Agricultural As
sociation meets ln Lincolnville.
Oct. 6—“Irish Eyes,” featuring tlie singing
comedian, Walter Scanlan, at Park Theatre
Oct. 6-8—Maine Music Festival at Bangor
Oct. 10-12—-Maine Music Festival at Portland
Oct. 10-13—New England Branch Annual
meeting of the W F. M 8. at Rockland M E.

cident.

Critical music
lovers prefer

The Brunswick

Capt. Jacob T. Thorndike, watch- I
man for many years at the Cobb ship
yard, has entered Sailors Snug Har
bor, finally yielding to the wishes of a '
number of ids old cronies who are i
enjoying life there.

Charles A. Heckbert sends us from '
Hull, England, a souvenir post card'
showing some of the striking scenes i
connected with the ZR-2 disaster of
Aug. 24. Mr. Heckbert’s early return 1
to America is expected.

Eastern Steamship made a new high
mark on the Boston stock board
Thursday reaching 31, an overnight
gain of two points soon after the open
ing.

IT is always a certain friend, an enthusiastic
one, we find, who hears The Brunswick
and then compares it.
The ear is quick to appreciate its superior
tone. The eye is quick to note its finer cabi
net work. And the mind is quick to reason
out why Brunswick is a final-type instru
ment in every way.

The Brunswick Method of Reproduction
has brought new standards in the phonogra
phic art—rbetter tone, truer tone. Tones
hitherto lost are now ever-present.
Every hearer is convinced. That is the
reason for the great popularity—that ac
counts for The Brunswick winning such
headway in a field where limits were sup
posed to have been reached.
Since The Brunswick camo, they all say
“Plays all records.” But just you find out
how they do it and then investigate the
Brunswick way.

V. F. STUDLEY
283 MAIN ST.

There was a large attendance at the
supper given by the Ladies’ Aid in the i
vestry of the Littlefield Memorial
church Thursday evening for the >
benefit of the parsonage.
The pro
ceeds of the supper and donations, C. B. Witham who has been emamounted to $36.35.
j ployed by the National Biscuit Co. in
Cambridge. Mass., has returned to
Oscar M. Ellcms of the Combination Knckland, where he- expects to remain,
Chemical Engine Co. is having his
annual vacation. Mr. Ellems is now
Fred C. Dyer, Ralph U. Clark, Tyoccupying his former quarters over ler Clark, I)r. Emery B. Howard and
the Simpson & Staples store from Donald R. Weeks rode the goat in
which he moved rather hastily some Masonic Temple Thursday night,
weeks ago, when file damaged that when King Solomon Temple Chapter
block.
worked the R. A. degree.
Billiards seems likely to have a re
vival this winter. Tables have been
newly installed in the Star Pool Room
and Havener's candy store at "The
Brook.” Rockland has quite a number
of “sharks” when they are in train
ing.

ROCKLAND

I Fred C. Black has bought a' Buick
I “Four” roadster from the Rockland
' Motor Mart. It's a mighty slick lookj ing craft.

f Elmer B. Crockett has returned from
! Boston, where he has bepn doing an; nual holiday buying for his Thomaston and Camden stores.
There are 152 students in the enter
ing class at Bowdoin College, includ
ing the three from Rockland whose
names have already been published.
Waldoboro is represented in the
Freshman class by Athern Daggett.

WITH THE CHURCHES
Rev. B. I’. Browne speaks at West
Meadow chapel Sunday afternoon at
!.45.
• • * *
Rev. E. V. Allen will speak at Ingra
ham’s Hill chapel Sunday afternoon
at 3 o'clock.
• * * •
Mrs. B. R. Browne will speak at the
Rockville church Sunday afternoon at
2.30 daylight,
• * « «
The Salvation Army Sunday School
meets at 2 o’clock. Indoor services are
held every evening except Monday and
Thursday.

F.

FARREL CO.

is the demand of the
buying public
this season
means
LONG WEAR
GOOD APPEARANCE

EXPERT TAILORING

Small—Ruck hind. Sept. 21, to Mr. and Mrs
L. E. Smalt, twin sons—Frederick Hanson and
Francis Willard
Wooster—Soutli Hope, Sept. 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Wooster, a son, Albert Sidney.

AT REASONABLE PRICES

Value woven into the cloth
Value tailored into the garment
Value expressed by smart style

DIED

Anderson—Thomaston, Sept 24, William W
Anderson, aged 84 years, 3 months, 12 days
Burial at Newburyport, Mass.
Niles—Clark's Island, Sept. 24, Albert ('
Niles of Koekland. aged 19 years, 10 months.
29 days.
\
Gray—Rockland. SeYi 22, Susie C. Gray, aged
38 years, 2 months, 25 days.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of (’. II A. Guild, who
passed away Sept. 25 1920
The shock was great, tlie blow severe;
We little thought that death was near,
(Inly those who have lost one are able to tell
• • « »
The pain that is felt in not saying farewell
If we could have raised his dying lifad,
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
And heard ills last farewell,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday Tlie grief would not have been so great
For those who loved him well
morning servise at 11 o’clock. Sub
His Wife—Addle I’lnter Guild. f
ject of sermon lesson, “Reality.”

• • • •
St. Peter's church (Episcopal). Sunay services at 7.30.10.30 and 12.15,fast
time; evening service not in Rockland,
but in Thomaston at 7; holy day serice Thursday. The parish notices are
printed on the first page.
,
• * • •
At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, "Knowledge by
Obedience.” The session of the Church
School will be devoted largely to pro
motion exercises. It is important that
pupils and teachers be present.
• • • •
At the Littefield Memorial church,
Sunday preaching by Rev. O W. Stuart
at 10.30, subject, "Small Things and
arge Terms;" choir, anthem, "Bye
and Bye;” evening service at 7.15,
subject, “The Appearings to Take
Away Sin:’’ duet by Mr. Rackliff and
Mr. Gregory. Other services will be
at the usual hour.

Value

In Clothing,

BORN

// yon insist on quality and yet want
eoonony You'll yet both here

CARO OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks to
our neighbors and friends who were so kind
to us during our recent bereavement, and for
the beautiful flowers sent.
113* Mr. and Mrs. Charles Raum and family.

N F.W. ENGLAND, CLOTHING, HOUSE

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Whereas, the silent messenger of death has
again enter Victor Grange, No 246, and called
to a higher and better tile our belovod Sister,
Jennie McFarland a worthy member of our
order; therefore be it
Resolved, That on her death Victor Grange
has lost a member who was ever ready and
willing to assist in carrying nut Grange work,
although for a long time she liad not been able
to attend our meetings; and be it further
Resolved, That the removal of such a life
from our order leaves a vacancy and a shadow
tiiat will he deeply felt by all the members
of tills organization
Resolved, Tiiat wc extend to the bereaved
family our heartfelt sympathy In their time
of sorrow.
Resolved, That in respect for our departed
sister, our charter be draped and our badges
worn reversed for 30 days; that a page in our
records lie devoted to her memory
A copy
sent to the bereaved family; also to the Re
publican Journal anM The Courier-Gazette for
publication
Miss Agnes Fuller, Miss Thelma Wentworth,
Miss Elizabeth Hills, Committee on Resolutions
Searsmont, Me.. Aug 31, 1921

Ross Harstone, a civil engineer on
the staff of the Deep Sea Fisheries.
Inc., was operated upon at Knox Hos
pital three weeks ago for a case of ap
pendicitis so severe that the physi
cians and his friends were very appre .There will be a meeting of the
hensive about him. He has now con Ladies of Columbus and all other
valesced to such an extent that he 1 - Catholic women in the Knights of
Belfast, like Rockland, is troubled able to walk a bit, and will certainly
Columbus hall Tuesday evening at 8
about High School facilities.
The be glad to receive friends.
• « ••
o'clock.
registration there this fall has reached
Universalist church morning service
227, and the building is so crowded
Guy H. Jackson of Washington was
The fall schedule of the Vinalhaven at 10.30 will be of unusual interest;
that in one classroom 20 students are arrested by Sheriff Thurston Thurs & Rockland Steamboat Co. goes into plans for attending the State conven
obliged to stand. This is partly due day on the charge of operating a mo
effect next Monday. On the Vinal tion at Waterville next week will be
to the increasing number of tuition tor vehicle while under the influence
haven line the steamer will leave the completed. A large number of dele
students. The construction of the of liquor. In Municipal Court yes
island every week day at 7 a. m. and gates have planned to go and a splendid
new High School building for which terday he paid a fine of $100 an.l 12.30 p. m. for Rockland, and return ime is anticipated. The choir will
$100,000 lias been raised, will be de costs amounting to $50. Following a
ing, will leave Tillson wharf at 9.30 a sing two anthems, “O Clap Your
ferred until the present high cost of custom which is now being broadly en m. and 3 p. m. for Vinalhaven.
Hands Together,” Turner, “Still, Still
labor and materials is cut.
forced his license will probably he re
With Thee,” Foote, and Mrs. Veazie
voked.
The Kennebec
Navigation Co., will sing a solo. The Sunday school
The New England Order of Pro
which has the steamship City of Rock meets at 12. Arrangements for the
tection will have a special meeting
T. R. Sweetland waived examina land under charter, between Boston, activities for rally week, Oct. 3-9, are
next Thursday night at E. K. Gould’s tion in Municipal Court Thursday, Bath and landings on the Kennebec
being made, a week full of interest to
oflice, to elect a financial secretary after pleading not guilty to the charge river, is offering special excursion
all. The first circle supper of the
and treasurer to succeed the late A. C. of having 4100 bottles of Walker’s rates from Camden, Rockport, Rock season comes on Wednesday, Oct. 5.
Hamilton.
Jamaica Ginger in his possession il land and towns on the line of the
• • • *
legally. He was found guilty by Re Maine Central to Boston and return.
Pratt Memorial M. E. church, E. y.
Autumn began yesterday at 9.16 corder Butler and a line of $500 and The steamer leaves Bath Tuesdays,
Allen, pastor: Sunday service at 10.30,
a. m. and it certainly set a pace which costs with a jail sentence of six Thursdays and Saturdays at 7 p. tn.
with a short service for children, to
even our glorious summer would months were imposed on him. He ap
which parents are invited to have
find it difficult to follow. Discarded pealed. and gave bail in the sum of
Frank Allen, who is to have the
straw lids were again donned, and the $1000 for appearance at the January management of the Arcade skating hildren present: topic for morning
ermon, “A Hard Pillow and a Strange
comfortable wearers thereof looked term of Supreme court.
rink this season, returned yesterday
Dream.” Epworth League at 6.15, led
with pity upon those pedestrians who
from Boston, where he has been con
are guided by comic newspaper laws.
Warren Marr, traveling salesman for sulting A. S. Black in regard to the de >y Ralph U. Clark, followed by ser
If we are to emulate the example ot Carter, Rice & Co. paid The Courier- tails. A large organ similar to the mon by the pastor. A ’Service will be,
the Romans when we are in Rome, Gazette a visit yesterday after having one used during Mr. Pierce’s adminis held at the jail at 10 a. m., visitors
why not wear straw hats when the a double vacation. The later half of tration, has been purchased .and the being admitted at 9.55 sharp. Service I
temperature is as high as yesterday’s this vacation was unsought and un pening of the rink will take place t chapel at Ingraham Hill at 2 p. m. i
was.
desired, being due to ptomaine poison just as soon as it can be installed. Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at j
30, topic, “God's Promises.”
The
ing. He has now fully recovered.
Mirny pairs of new skates have been
pastor greatly appreciates assistance
Robert P. Coombs, for 22 years
bought, and with an experienced man
purser on the Boston and Bangor line,
There are two eclipses next month, like Mr. Allen at the helm, the season in calling on invalids, aged and infirm
says that the weather this season has one of them being a total eclipse of the is bound to open most auspiciously members of the church and parish.
been the most favorable of any during sun, Oct ’ 1st. It wil not be visible in Utmost attention will be shown to all Will all members of congregation
all those years. He also said this has Rockland, however, so don't get your patrons, especially beginners.
Mr. notify him at once of any case of sick
been a good business season.
smoked glass ready. Oct. 16 there will Black is coming to Rockland next ness.
be a partial eclipse of the moon, visi Tuesday or Wednesday to meet the
The Elks have their September ble from 4.14 to 7.33 p. m.
Rally Day will special services will
local committee in regard to rollei
meeting Monday night, preceded by
be observed Sunday at the First Bap
polo.
supper. The Lodge goes on the twicctist church. At 10.30 the pastor will
From Lewiston the George W. Bacha-month meeting schedule in October, elder string of horses went to Farm, AO OI
The Boston steamers go on the usual ipeak on "Christian -duet
the dates being second and fourth ing’ton, and has there been winning ad
fall schedule of three trips a week hoped every member of the ehurch
Mondays.
ditional honors and prize money. Wed next Tuesday—having Rockland for rill make an effort to be present. Dif
nesday Manrlco Bell was started in Boston, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat ferent Sunday school classes have
Miss Ida H. Rokes leaves Boston the 2.20 class (purse $300) and won
urdays at 8 o'clock and Boston Mon planned surprise exercises to take
Sunday for Indianapolis, where on the second money in a field of six. Thurs
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 5 place at the rally at 11.45. An an
coming week she will attend the day Merlyn won first money in the
nouncement of great interest to all
-’clock in the afternoon.
national convention of the Sons of 2.20 class, after coming in fifth in the
scholars will be made. At 6 j). m. an
Veterans Auxiliary.
At the last first heat. Tlie purse was $400, and tlie
North Knox Fair comes down the important Young I’eopc’s Meeting
national convention held in the same best time was 2.17%.
stretch next week, a week later in the with reorganizing and electing officers.
city she was elected national chief of
season than the 1920 fair, but improv Men young and old are wanted to ateta if.
>nd thc evening rally at 7.15 when the
Park Theatre will lie closed the first ing with age. There is an unusually
ustor speaks on “The Measure of
five days of next week while it is being large number of entries for the Wed
Bichard Foley, who lias been having given a thorough cleaning, and while nesday and Thursday races. A tele Manhood." Spirited and enthusiastic
his annual vacation from the Post the seats are being put in first-class phone message.to Tlie Courier-Gazette singing will mark the opening of the
Oflice, resumed his duties as janitor. condition.
The regular programs esterday said that the stables are meeting. Mr. and Mrs. Browne will
The boys huve been showing him a hooked for that theatre, will be trans- full of horses and the town is full of sing a duet. Thc prayer meeting topic
cobweb witli some 1916 newspaper fA’ed to Empire Theatre which in ad showmen. That motto: “There’s al on Tuesday night will be a continu
clippings in it, but Rich is wise to the dition, will carry its regular Saturday ways something doing at Union Fair,' ation of thc studies on the Holy Spirit,
tricks of those practical jokers.
program.
is bound to apply to next week’s big 'The symbols of the Holy Spirit;
show. Airship flights will be made What are they and what their sig
A rat from the Main street fire
Sousa’s Band, which gave two con both days. Wednesday horse races nificance?” '
.
ruins (posisbly professor Whittier’s) certs in this city many years ago, has will lie in thc 2.38, 2.28 and 2.20 classes,
‘gnawed his way into the Whitney been making a tour of Maine this ind on Thursday there will be two
store the other day and was finally week. Among the musicians Was fast classes—the 2.24 and 2.14.
ROCKVILLE
The
dislodged from a box. In making his Charles Schwartz who was a ship fair is run on standard time, but peo
escape across the street the rodent mate of Kenneth V. White on the U. ple who keep their watches on fast
Mrs. B. R. Browne will preach in our
ran directly over the fpet of that S. S. Mississippi, and who has re time can have all the more fun.
church Sunday afternoon at 2.30, day
gallant Spanish War veteran Walter membered tlie latter with postcards.
light. Mrs. Browne is a very good
E. Weeks, who proceeded to show Mr.
speaker and wc hope to see a full
Rat how he used to play roller polo
Abraham Bradbury
of Rankin
house.
up in the Arcade. Quite a number of street hands to the freak potato edi
AUTO
Frank Curtis is home for a few days
spectators had assembled before the tor the freakiest specimen yet. This
repairing Mrs. AVotton’s buildings.
exciting episode was completed. There particular spud is built on the install ELCCTRI
A man in this place who keeps a
are rumors that a special medal will ment plan and
firmly embedded
large flock of hens found one of them
be awarded Mr. Weeks for preventing around one section of it is the rim of
in an orchard setitng on a nest full of
a possible bubonic plague.
a preserving jar. It may be an en
eggs, and in thc midst of them a large
gagement rim for aught we know,
Baldwin apple. Joe has not decided
which she is trying to hatch, chickens
Mrs. Ellen Crocker, Medium, will be but it is extremely doubtful if the po
or cider apples.
at 31 Union street from Sept. 23 until tato’s mate can be found.
A party from Rockville attended tlie
further notice, to give readings and
fair in Montville Wednesday.
The Methodist ladies are very busy
treat the sick.
112-tf
John Ranlett has been very ill but is
at the present time, making arrange
improving.
ments for the annual meeting of the
Ernest Perry of Ixtwiston was in
New England Branch of the Woman's
town Sunday, coming by auto. On his
Read It In the Boston Globe Foreign Missionary Society which
return to Lewiston Mrs.’Helen Oxton
meets in the Methodist ehurch Oct
Mrs. Addie Fitzgerald and Mrs. Hodg
10-13. This is the second time the
kins accompanied him.
Mrs. Oxton
It begins Sept. 23 in the New England Branch has had the
ELECTRICAL TROUBLES and daughter Addie will remain for thc
privilege of being entertained in East
winter in Lewiston.
Boston Daily Globe—“RED ern Maine, nnd is a great event in thc
cannot be eliminated by
Miss Mabel Oxton is in Bath for sev
history of the local church. Delegates
MASQUERADE” by Louis from all over the New England state
mere ordinary mechanics. eral weeks.
Mrs. A. B. Kirkpatrick attended the
Joseph Vance. Buy the Bos are expected. There will be in at
We confine most of bur Knox County Sunday School Conven
tendance a number of missionaries
ton Globe tomorrow and some who have spent several years in work to this one line and tion in Warren Wednesday. There was
a large attendance, some fine speakers
the foreign fields and four outgoing
for that reason are able to and a very interesting session for all.
begin this great stony.
ones. Miss Estelle Ritchie, daughter
Mrs. Stevens is in poor health.
of Sanford Ritchie of Dover, Me., goes
give you efficient results.
S. P. Barrows is making some de
Order the Boston Daily to Mexico. Then' will also bo tw
We are ignition and lighting eided improvements on his newly ac
foreign representatives—Miss Ruth
and Sunday Globe regularly Sin Cing Ho and Miss Sich Ging Fong
quired property. Mr. Tolman is the
system specialists.
architect.
from your newsdealer or both oi China, who are at Boston Uni
The lino storin Wednesday night, al
verslty studying medicine.
A ver
newsboy.
W.
though severe while It lasted, did no
fine program is being arranged, and
damage here but to knock apples from
it will be a rare treat for those at
643 Main St,
Tel. 661 the trees
tending the meetings.

WORK

Value

Albert C. Niles, son of Emery Niles
of Rockland, was fatally injured at the
j Clark Island paving quarry yesterday,
i while driving out with his last load
i for the day.
One of the horses in the team had
! refused to pull, and when the other
' gave a jump, the force threw young
! Niles about seven feet onto a pile of
j rock. He was attended by Dr. O. R.
I Lawry of Rockland, and died from the
I effects of his injuries at 12.30 this
morning. The remains were taken in
' charge by the Burpee undertakers and
; brought to this city.
The deceased was 19 years of age.
He was formerly employed at the
Thomas fish market at "The Brook.”

Church

Oct. 15—Limeroek Valley Pomona Grange
meet* with St George Grange.
Oct. 15—Bates vs Colby, In Waterville,
championship game.
Oct. 21—Meetings of Rockland Lodge of Per
fection and Princes of Jerusalem.
Oct. 22—Maine vs. Rates, in Lewiston; Bow
doin vs. Colby, In Brunswick, championship
games.
i
Oct. 24 (7.30 p. m )—Opening of Woman’s |
Educational Club, Gov Baxter speaker.
Oct. 29—Maine vs. Colby in Waterville, eham- ,
pionship game.
Nov. 5—Bowdoin vs. Maine, in Orono, eham- !
pionship game.
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DANCE-LAST OF THE SEASON
TUESDAY EVENING, SEPT. 27
OAKLAND PARK
—AUSPICES—

STREET

RELIEF

RAILWAY

ASSOCIATION
MARSTON’S

ORCHESTRA

SIX PIECES BEST MUSIC

MABEL F. LAMB
Teacher of Piano

TICKETS ON SALE BY THE MEMBERS

ADMISSION—Ladies, 25c.

Effa Ellis Perfield Method

Gentlemen, 50c

CARS TO ALL POINTS AFTER

Telephone 786-M.

112-113

14>7Tu&Satll6

EVERYBODY IS GOING TO

NORTH KNOX FAIR
AT

UNION
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday

September 27, 28,29
WEDNESDAY’S RACES—2:38, 2; 28 and 2:20 CLASSES

THURSDAY’S RACES—2:24 and 2:14 CLASSES

Largest list of entries for many years; and lots of Vaudeville Stunts
between heats.

AIRSHIP
FLIGHTS
A

FARM

GOOD

EXHIBITS

PEPPY

THE

COUNTY’S

BIGGEST

MIDWAY

EVENT

Heaith-Health==Health
I

It is a scientific method of adjusting the caujustinents will surely bring you back to health, so
why suffer? Why Not “INVESTIGATE” and Get the “TRUTH” about ‘CHIROPRAC
TIC.”
Adjustments Will Restore Your “HEALTH.”

WHAT IS CHIROPRACTIC ?
(Ki-ro-prak-tik)

It is not. medicine; not surgery; not

osteopathy

It is a scientific method f adjusting the cause of disease without- drugs or instruments, based
on a correct knowledge of anatomy, and especially the nervous system. THE SCIENCE THAT
MAKES PEOPLE WELL AND HAITY. Investigation costs nothing, and means health and
happiness You need not be sick.

Do you know fhat life is what you make it. If you are well you should be happy. If your
health is less than normal you should be interested in Chiropractic. Spinal Adjustments will do
more than anything else to restore health conditions to the hotly. Consultation costs nothing and
may result in health to you. CHIROPRACTIC IS RIGHT.

DAVIS & STURM, Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduates.

Ladies’ Private Rest and Waiting Room

HOURS—2 te 5 P. M. Daily; 6:30 to 8 Monday, Wednesday

A

Saturday

Efery-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 24, 1921.
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stances,” he said. ‘‘I did not think
you would be In any danger. I had
not heard of the Maroons being so far
south as Salem.”
"Yet It is the man who foresees
chances that succeeds, as you should
know by now, your honorw 1 was
greatly touched by the offer you made
me—indeed yes,” she added, seeing the
rapt, eager look in his face. “I had
been told what had upset me, that
Dyck Calhoun was guilty of killing my
father, and all the world seemed dread
ful.
Yes. In the reaction, it was al
most on my tongue to say yes to you,
for you are a good talker, you had
skill In much that you did, and with
honest advice from a wife might do
much more. So I was In a mind to
say yes. I had had much to try me.
Indeed, so very much.
Ever since I
first saw Dyck Calhoun he had been
the one man who had ever influenced
me. He was forever in my mind even

in my heart, be to me more than any
one else can be, 1 want you to do
something for him."
r
FLASH LIGHTS
“What do you wish?"
“I want you to have removal from
-andhim the sentence of the British gov
BATTERIES
CB>"
ernment. I want him to be free to
come and go anywhere tn the world—
THAT WE4R
to return to England If he wishes It,
to be a free man and not a victim of
ROCKLAND
outlawry. I want that, and you ought
HARDWARE
to give it to him."
COMPANY
Lord Mallow was angry nnd discon
certed, but he did not show it. “I can
do no more than I have done. I have
not confined him to his plantation as
the government commanded; I cannof
go beyond that.”
*You can put his case from the
standpoint of a patriot."
For a moment tlie governor hesi
tated, then lie said; “Because you
Office 400 Mala Street, ROCKLAND. MAINE
SlRAGl LBEF&T PARKER
ask me—”
COPYRIGHT
Office Houre, until 9 a. m.; I to 4 A. 7 to t y. B6
“I want tt done for bis sake, not for
OFFICE TELEPHONE, IffO-W.
"It was gathering strength with In
mine," she returned with decision.
SYNOPSIS.
Reildence—Mrt. Jennie Bird.
TEL. Iffff-L
creasing tragedy elsewhere,” remarked
“You owe it to yourself to see that it
the governor. “Some took refuge in
____________ ______
nr
is done. Gratitude is not dead In you.
Sey’a shooting, Dyck Calhoun, gifted hidden places, and came out only to
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
is it?”
young Irish gentleman of the time of the
Lord Mallow flushed. “You (tress
French and American revolution, meeta steal, rob and murder—and worse.
76 MAIN STREET, TH0MA8T0N
Sheila Llyn, eeventeen-year-old girl visit There Is but one way to deal with
his case too hard. You forget what
ing ln the neighborhood- They are mutu
these
people.
No
gaming
or
drinking
Ofltee
Hours—Until 9 a.
I to S; 7 to • ff. ■.
lie Is—a mutineer and a murderer,
ally attracted.
Sheila never knew her
dissipated
father,
Errls Boyne,
her among slaves must be allowed, blow
Toloohooo 141-1
and
no
one
should
remember
that
as
mother having divorced him and resumed
S-tf
ing of shells or beating of drums must
her maiden name.
you should.”
be forbidden, and every free negro
“He has atoned for both and you
CHAPTER n.—Reaching homo, Dyck
DR. LAWRY
know It well. Besides, he was not a
finds Leonard Hallow, son of Lord Hal or mulatto must wear on his arm a
low, with a message from the attorney sign—perhaps a cross in blue or red.”
murderer. Even tlie courts did not
general
summoning
Miles
Calhoun,
"Slavery Is doomed,” said Shelia
say he was. They only said he was
MOKLABB. BL
IIOLM:
Dyck's father, to Dublin.
firmly. "It’s end Is not far off.”
guilty of manslaughter. Oh, your hon
Uetll t:0ff e. a.
CHAPTER m.—They go to Dublin and
"Well, they still keep slaves in the
or, he ns gallant us your name and
» to 4 o. ■.: 7 t« ( o. ee.
TELEPHONE in
there Hallow quarrels with Dyck and a
duel te arranged. They fight with swords land of Washington and Alexander
place warrant."
and Dyck la victor,
Hamilton. They are better off here
He looked at her for a moment with
DR. J. C HILL
strange feelings in his heart Then
CHAPTER IV.-Errls Boyne, secretly ln at any rate than in their own country
Reaidence
and Office, 266 Main Straai
French employ, gets Dyck drunk and where they were like animals among
i he said: “I will give you an answer
tries to persuade him to Join ln revolt
whom
they
lived.
Here
they
are
safe
In
twenty-four
hours.
Will
that
do,
Office
Hours:
Rockland, Me,
against England. They quarrel and Dyck
la overheard to threaten Boyne. While from poverty, cared for in sickness,
sweet
persuader?"
10
to
11
A.
M.;
1
to
2
P.
M.|
6 to • P. M.
the former ls overcome with drugged
“It might do,” she murmured, nnd,
wine, Boyne’s second wife enters the and have no fear of being handed over ,
m-tf
room and stabs her faithless husband to to the keepers of carrion, or being the
strange to say, she had a sure feeling
ths heart
food of the gallinaso. They can feed
that he would say yes, In spite of her
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeatk
CHAPTER V.—Hours later ths room Is their fill on fricassees of macaca
knowledge that In his heart of hearts
entered and Dyck arrested on a charge of
Osteopathic Physicians
murder. He does not know If he killed worms and steal without punishment
he hated Calhoun.
Boyne or not he was so muddled with teal or ring-tailed pigeons and black
U UNION STREET, ROCKLAND. MAIM
As
she
left
the
room,
Lord
Mallow
the drugged wine.
crabs from the ntassa."
stood for a moment looking after her.
HOURS: 9:06 A. N. TO 4:ff0 P. M
CHAPTER VI.—Shells bege her mother
“But they are not free. They are
EVENINGS A SUN0AT8 BY APPOINTMENT
"She loves the rogue in spite of all!”
to go to Dublin with her to help Dyck
They have
TELEPHONE IM
1-tf
Mrs. Llyn opposes the idea. A letter from atoms in heaps of dust.
he said bitterly. “But she must come
Mrs. Llyn's wealthy brother In America no rights—no liberties.”
with me. They are apart as the poles.
Invites them to come and Uve with him.
“
Yes,
I
Loved
Him."
Sheila was agitated, but she showed
and they decide to go.
Yet I shall do as she wishes if I am
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
no excitement. She seemed, save for when he was in prison—oh, what Is to win her.”
CHAPTER VII.—Dyck refuses to enter
Diseases of the Eye;
her dark searching eyes, like one who prison, what is guilt even to a girl
any plea to the charge of murder except
■'No Defense." He might have escaped had gone through experience which
Refractions, Etc.
when site loves!
Yes, 1 loved him. -p0 be continued—Began August 11.
by revealing Boyne's treachery but re
had disciplined her to control. Only There it was. He was ever on my
407 Iain street
fuses to do so, on Sheila's account. He ls
Back copies can be supplied.
sent to prison for eight years. Shelia
her hands were demonstrative—yet mind, and 1 came here to Jamaica—
Hoaro: ( to 12 A. M.; I to ff P, Ik
writes Dyck, assuring him of her belief
Rotlffonec,
21 Fultoo Street Tel. Mi-1.
quietly so. Any one watching her he was here—for what else? Salem
ln his Innocence and urging him to come
Office Toleohooe 49S-W
VINALHAVEN
■losely would have seen that her hands could have beeu restored by Darius
to America after his prison term.
-vere sensitive, expressed even more Boland or others, or 1 could have sold
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
CHAPTER VIII.—Released after serv
The officers of the Senior Class,
Your stove taken in exchange—Easy Terms
markedly than her eyes or lips what
ing four years. Dyck ls welcomed to free
It.
1 came to Jamaica to find him 1922 are: President. Thelma Mullen;
Osteopathic Physician
dom by his servant, Michael Clones, and
-vere her feelings. Her tragedy had
here—unwomanly perhaps, you will secretary, Dorris Nichols and treasa humble friend. Christopher Dogan.
She was gav ••
Those two are all who care to remember altered her in one sense.
36
SCHOOL
STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
urer. Edythe Libby. The class roll is
6x9 FELT BASE ART SQUARES, $5.75
him. He is practically' destitute, his fa
paler and thinner than ever she had
“Unusual only, with a genlus-llke as follows: Leola Nichols, Marguerite
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4 :00 P. M.
ther dead and hia estate swallowed by
Evenings by Appointment
„
Young, Flora Smith, Florence Calderbeen, but there was enough of her,
FELT EASE FLOOR COVERING. 45c SQUARE YARD
creditors.
Telephone 323.
1-tf
•'0U' ,
,
.
.
.
, , wood, Margaret Conway. Thelma Muland
that
delicately
made,
which
gave
CHAPTER IX.—In London, almost pen
•Then you do not speak what Is in ,en Dorris Nichols, Edythe Libby.
the governor a thrill of desire to make
niless, Dy ck receives a letter from Sheila
your mind, your honor. You say what Kathleen Gilchrist, Fred Chiltes, Herinviting him to come to America and
DR. C. D. NORTH
STONINGTON
her his own for the rest of his life
sending money for the voyage. He feels
you feel is tlie right thing to say— bert Patrick, Kenneth Lynch and
r hers. He had also gone through
he cannot in honor go to her.
Physician and X -Ray Operatot
the slave of circumstances. I will lie Kenneth Raymond,
L. Marcus
nueh since they had last met, and lie
wholly frank witli you. I came here to
Mrs. George Smith and daughter
OFFICE. IS Booeh Street. ROCKLANB
CHAPTER X.—With Michael Clones.
had
seen
his
own
position
in
the
bal

Dyck joins the British navy as an en
OFFICc HOURS: Uotll I L BL
see Dyck Calhoun, for 1 knew lie Fanny left Monday for Farmington,
ODD
FELLOWS
BLOCK,
SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
listed man. There seems nothing else to
ance—uncertain, troubled, insecure.
IMff to 3:00 toff 7:«t to t:M ff. to.
would not come to see me. Yes. there
Drof Rockland w^ls In town
do. Bad conditions in the fleet result ln
TELEPHUNf 712
ffl-tt
He realized that he had lost reputa It was, a -real. thins
-»
sin his heart. if
Chilles.r>-;„
mutiny.
If Tuesday to oattend
... „ Charles
.
®
Mrs Ira Smith and daughter Pristion, whieli had scarcely lie»N regained
met at Brunswick by Paul D. Sargent,
he had been a lesser man than he Is. cilia left Monday for Portland, where
CHAPTER XI—Dyck, Joining the mu
SEEING OUR ROADS
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
by his consent to the use of the hounds
tineers, ls chosen by them to command
j Chief Engineer of the State highway
he would have come to America when they wjn spend ,hp winter
the ship, the Ariadne. Dissatisfied with
and giving Dyck Calhoun a free hand,
OMm: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
|
commission,
were
taken
over
the
St^te
Thomas
II.
McDonald
of
Washing

lie was freed from prison. But lie
the conduct of the other ships' crews.
Mrs. Mary Noyes and Mrs. Fred
as temporary head of tlie militia. He
ton, Chief of the Bureau
of
Public highway from Brunswick to WaldoDyck breaks with them and sails the
OffiM Hour,: I to I aaff 7 to • P. M.
did
not,
would
not,
come.
He
knew
Robbins
left
Wednesday
for
a
visit
at
Ariadne toward the West Indies. He ar
could not put him over the regular
Roads, Dr. L. I. Hewes of San Fran i boro where the tar surface treated Rulffeeee sstll 9 A. >1. tiff by A|
he had been found guilty of killing my South West Harbor.
rives In time to turn the tide of victory
gravel
roads
and
the
roads
treated
troops, but as tlie general command
ln a battle between the French ani Eng
Carroll Burns and Leon Arey left cisco. assistant chief engineer ot the
TELEPHONES: RmMmm, 41-4:
father, and that for him ami me there
Bureau of Public Roads and A I. Hirst, with calcium chloride were observed.
lish.
ffff-tf
ing was, in effect, tlie slave of Dyck
could lie no marriage—indeed, he this week for Lewiston, where they State Highway Engineer of Wisconsin, ! The party was then taken from Waldo
Calhoun, there was no need for anxi
will enter Bates College.
CHAPTER XII.—Calhoun Is arrested
never asked me to marry him. Yet
Misses Ruth! Smith and Sadie Ames are in Maine looking over ihe gravel boro to Augusta- over the State aid
DAVIS & STURM
for his part in the mutiny but thanked by
ety.
roads and especially to sre the surface roads in Waldoboro, Jefferson and
the admiral for his work In the battle.
Dyck Calhoun had smashed the 1 know he would have done so if he are attending business college at
I
Whitefield.
'
Chiropractors
treated gravel roads. The party was
rebellion, had quieted the island, had could. When I came to know what Portland.
CHAPTER XIII.-The British govern
Palmer
School Graduates
Mrs.
Jennie
Weaver
of
San
Jose,
ment gives Dyck the freedom of the
risen above all the dark disturbances he was jailed for doing, I felt there
Island of Jamaica, of which his old en
Calif., arrived Tuesday and is at Mrs.
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
was
no
place
for
him
and
me
together
if revolt like a master. He had estab
emy. Lord Mallow. Is governor. With a
Mary L. Arey's. Mrs. Weaver is look
j
Hours: 2 to 5 P M Daily:
companion. Dyck secures treasure worth
lished barracks und forts at many in the world. Yet my heart kept cry ing up old friends after an absence of
6.30 to 7.30 Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
£40.000 from a sunken Spanish ship, and
ing
out
to
him.
and
I
felt
there
was
points
in
the
island,
and
had
stationed
becomes a wealthy and respected planter.
_______ TELEPHONE CONNECTION
lM-tf
several years.
troops in them; he had cowed and sub hut one tiling left for me to do, aud
Mrs. Lide Emery, daughter May
CHAPTER XIV. — Sheila, with her
EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
dued Maroons and slaves by tlie that was to make it impossible for and Stanley Wood, who have been
mother, comes to Jamaica to look after a
plantation she owns, but more than all
hounds. Yet lie had punished only the me to think of him even, or for him guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Smith
else the girl comes to see Dyck.
He
Welcorrc
News
chief of those who had been in actual to think of me. Then you came aud returned to Boston Saturday.
begs Mrs. Llyn to tell Sheila that Boyne
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smith and
was her father, which she has never
when its
rebellion, and had repressed the vio offered me your hand. It was a ha«d
daughter Nathalie are at Silver Birch
known. Mrs. Llyn demurs.
lent punishments of the earlier part most women might have been glad to Camp at Calderwood's Neck.
accept from the standpoint of material
CHAPTER XV.—Lord Mallow, who had
of the conflict.
Prof. Hermann S. Hering of Con
407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
known the Llyns ln Ireland, attracted by
Dyck Imri built up for himself a rep things. And you were Irish like my- cord, N. H., was a guest at BridgeSheila's beauty and vast wealth, deter
mines to win her for his wife. Fearing
utation as no one in all the history seif, and like tlie boy I loved. I waff i sjde Wednesday. At the meeting of
DR. F. S. POWERS
she has an affection for Dyck, he decides
of the island hud been able to do. Ht sick of the robberies of life apd time, \ the Christian Science Society he gave
to tell her about her father, but Calhoun
Dentist
and
I
wanted
to
be
out
of
it
all
in
a
very
interesting
testimony
of
his
anticipates him and tells Sheila the whole
commanded by more than official an
story himself. Loving Dyck as she does,
healing in Christian Science. Thurs
ORTHODONTIA (rtraifhtoRle. teeth)
GREEN
thority—by personality and achieve some secure place. What place so day evening in Rockland he delivered
the girl Is heartbroken over tlie situation.
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESS
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLANO
ment. There was no one in the island secure from tlie sorrow that was eat a lecture on Christian -Science.
CHAPTER XVI.-Lord Mallow Informs
Spear Block............. Foot of Park Stroat
ing
at
mv
heart
as
marriage!
It
said
but knew they had been saved by Ids
Have
you
ever
Sheila he has w-ord from London to keep
Miss Minnie Smith of Rockland is
Offlea Hours: 9 to 12: I to 5.
TEL. 74S-M.
Dyck confined to his own estate. He asks
prurience, foresight and skill. U was no to every stir of feeling that was visiting her father Leander Smith.
tried
burying
’
em
Sheila to marry him and she is tempted,
to their*tuimls stupendous anil roman vexing me, to every show of love or
At Union Church Circle Thursday
seeing ln the alliance a way out of the
IHE SILSBY HOSPITAL
difficulty, now* she knows she can never
in cream?
tic.
Fortunately they showed uo remembrance. So I listened to you. the housekeepers were: Mrs Lettie
E. B. SIL8BY. Surgeen
marry Dyck, but she evades giving him
It
was
not
because
you
were
a
gov

Arey,
Mrs.
Mary
Banks,
Mrs.
Ada
strong feeling against Lord Mallow.
a definite answer.
—•■0—
Greene and Mrs Mertie Brown. Two
Z-IAY Operator
Hy placing King's house at disposal ernor or a peer—no, not that! For
comfoiters
were
tied.
CHAPTER XVII.—The Maroons, unruly
TheTtvitcbeHChamplinCo.
as a hospital, and by gifts of food nnd even In Virginia I had offers from
Iff SVMMEM ffTREET, BOCKLABB
blacks, rise in rebellion and devastate
Mrs. Porter L. Lawry spent Thurs
one higher than yourself—and young
Boston and Fbrtland
parts of the island. Calhoun has seen
TELEPHONE 12S
money to wives and children of sol
day
and
Friday
In
Rockland.
the uprising impending, as have others
er, and a peer also. No, it was not
1O1IW
diers and civilians, the governor had
The American Legion Auxiliary met
ln the Island, but Lord Mallow has always
made light of the possibility. Calhoun,
a little eradicated his record of neg material things that influenced me, Thursday evening.
In the social
W. A. JOHNSTON. RES. PwC.
against the express order of the governor,
but your own intellectual eminence; hours refreshments were served.
And Don't Forget HATCHET Brand TEA and COFFEE
lect
has sent to Cuba for bloodhounds, the
JOHNSTON
’SDRUGSTORE
for
you
have
more
brains
than
most
There will be a rehearsal of the
only sane means of fighting the blacks in
Lord Mjhllow had a way with him
C0MPLE7E DRUG AND SUNDRY
that wild country. Fearing for the safe
men, as you know so well.”
work
by
officers
of
Marguerite
Chap

v.tien he Chose to use it. He was not
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
ty of Sheila and her mother, Dvck, with
The governor interrupted her with ter next Monday evening.
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, BEa party, rides to their plantation.
He
without tlie gift for popularity, and
The Silent Sisters were entertained
VELOPING. PRINTING ANB EN
finds both ladies away, and goes to seek
a gesture and a burst of emotion.
lie saw now that he could best attain
them. They have been taken prisoners
LARGING.
“No, no, I am not so vain as you Friday evening at the home of Mrs.
by the Maroons. Dyck rescues them.
it hy treating Dyck Calhoun well. He
think. If I were I should have seen Austin Calderwood.
370 Main St. Rockland. Ma.
saw troops come and go; he listened
The subject of the lesson sermon
CHAPTER XVIII.—The bloodhounds ar
at
Salem that you meant to say yes."
rive from Cuba.
Lord Mallow, facing
Sunday at the service of the Christian
to grievances; he corrected abuses;
"Yet you know well you have gifts, Science Society will be “Reality.” The
popular Indignation for his supineness In
L. W. BENNER
lie devised a scheme for nursing; he
connection with the uprising, gives Cal
though you have made sad mistakes service is held at 1130. All are wel
—DEALER IN—
houn full charge of the operations against planned security for tlie future; he
here. Do Tint think it was your per come.
the Maroons, ln which the hounds are
gave permission for buccaneer trading
employed.
sonality. your looks that Induced Pie
All Kinds of Real Estate
Mrs. Fred Carver returned Thurs
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
with tlie United States; he had by leg
to think of you. to listen to yon. day from Rockland.
2 NORTH MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
islative
order
given
the
Creoles
a
bet

Mervyn Eibby, son of Mr. and Mrs.
(Continued)
When Mr. Calhoun told me the truth,
TELEPHONE 233-J.
41-tf
any business day during office hours.
ter place In tlie civic organism. He
Charles
S.
Libby.
Is
home
from
Hamp

CHAPTER XIX.
and gave me a letter he had written
was not blind to the fact that he might
ton Roads on a 30 day’s leave.
to me—”
GEORGE W. FOSTER
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
bj discreet courses Impress favorably
Sheila Has Her Say.
"A letter—to you?”
his visitor. All he did was affected
MONHEGAN
Dealer in Pianos
There was surprise ln the gover
“Then, tell me, please, what you hy that thought. He could not but
know of tlie story,” said the governor think that Siieila would Judge of him nor's voice5—surprise and chagrin, for
Dr. A. S Treadwell, who has been
Fine Tuning
to Sheila at King’s house one after by what he did as much as by what the thing had moved him powerfully. spending the summer at his cottage.
•
‘
Yes,
a
letter
to
me
which
he
never
75 Cedar Street. Tei. 572-M
noon two weeks later. “1 only get be said.
Lobster Cove Road, returned home
meant me to have. It was a kind of
meager reports from the general com
He looked at her now with interest diary of his heart, and it was written Monday to Brooklyn, N. Y.
manding. But you being close to the
Mr. and Mrs. Welch and family of
and longing. He loved to hear her even while I was landing on the Island
EDWARD K. GOULD
Green Point Road, closed their cottage
Intimate source of the events must
talk, and she had information which on Christmas day. He gave it to me Tuesday and have returned homc to
know all.”
ANY-TIME
ANYPLACE
ANYWHERE
was no doubt truer than most he re to read, nnd when I read It I saw Boston.
Attorney at Law
“I know nothing direct from Mr. Cal
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
ceived—was closer to the brine, as it there was no place for me In the
Charles Lang of Boothbay Harbor,
houn, your honor,” she said, "but only were.
on
giant
pneumatic
tires.
Wc
can
give
you
service
and
eave
you
:hrmew tillaon avt. aaff main strcby
world except a convent or marriage. who has been spending a few weeks at
through his servant, Michael Clones,
crating, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment. We move
, “What more can you tell me of Mr. Tlie convent could not be, for I was the home of Capt. Cass Brackett died
who Is a friend of my Darius Boland,
you
anywhere
in
New
England.
Calhoun and his doings?" he asked no Catholic, and marriage seemed the suddenly Monday afternoon. He was
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
nnd they have met often since the first
Just say “Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
presently. "He is lucky In having so only thing possible. That day you taken to Boothbay Monday night by
outbreak. You know, of course, what
had so much pleasure in moving.
Capt. Brackett.
Hardening of the
Attorney at Law
perfect a narrator of bis histories— came I saw only one thing to do—one
happened at Port Louise—how the
arteries was given hy the doctor as
yet so unexpected a narrator."
SPECIALTY:
PROBATE PRACTICE
mad, hopeless thing to do.”
the cause of his death. Mr. Lang was
slaves and Maroons seized nnd mur
4SI MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO. ML
A flush stole slowly up Sheila’s face,
“Mad and hopeless!” burst out Lord a most genial, kind old man and his
dered the garrison, how families were
TELEPHONE 219—740.
NIGHT PHONE 743.
raiachnwiea. 4ftt. Houaa. M8-W. Il-tf
butchered when they armed first, how and gave a glow even to the roots of Mallow. “How so? Your very rea death was a great shock to those who
her
hair.
She
could
not
endure
these
have
talked
with
and
seen
him
around,
son shows that it was sane, well
barbarism broke loose aud made all
apparently ail right a few hours be
L. R. CAMPBELL
men combine to fight the rebels. Even references to the dark gulf between founded in the philosophy of the
fore.
her and Dyck Calhoun.
heart”
before Mr. Calhoun came they had had
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Field and little
Attorney at Law
"My lord,” she said sharply, “it Is
Sheila smiled painfully. “Yes, mad son and Mrs. Rosetta Lewis spent the
record of a sack of human ears, cut
not
meet
that
you
should
say
such
and hopeless, l'or be sure of this: We weekend in New Harbor.
from the dead rebel-slaves, when they
Spnelal Attention tn Pmbatn Matter*
had been killed by faithful slaves, nnd things. Mr. Calhoun was Jailed for cannot kill in one day the growth of
373 MAIN STREET •
: ROCKLAND. Ml.
that fills the requirements of yotir cemetery plot. We are pre
good progress was made. But the re- killing my father—let It be at that. years. I could'not cure myself of lov
APPLETON
volters fixed tlieir camps on high The last time you saw me you offered ing him by marrying you. There had
pared to do first class work at a reasonable price and will fur
ARTHUR L. ORNE
rocks, and by blowing of shells brought me your hand and heart. Well, do to be some other cure for that 1
Mrs. Loena Jameson and little son
nish any kind of Granite or Marble you desire. We have several
you
know
I
had
almost
made
up
my
Insurance
never knew and never loved my fa ire visiting her father. Edgar Ripley.
many fresh recruits to the struggle.
Barre Monuments which could be erected in a short time.
It was only when Mr. Calhoun came mind to accept your hand, then the ther. But he was my father, and If
Lewis Fish is attending High
BoeeeMor
to A. J. Eraklan 4 Ca.
GIVE US A CALL AND INSPECT OUR WORK
with his hounds that anything decis news of this trouble was brought to Mr. Calhoun killed him I could not School at Union Common.
you
and
you
left
us
—
to
outselves
and
«iT
HAIM
AT
RE
FT
•
• ROCKLAND.
Ava
Clark
is
teaching
the
Morang
marry him. But at last I came to
ive was done. For the rebels—Maroons
our dangers!"
| know that your love and affection school and boarding at home.
and slaves—were hid, well entrenched
DORNAN
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua McCorrison
The governor started. “You are as could not make me forget him—no,
A. C. MOORE
and cautious, and the danger was tie
were recent callers at A. D. Fish’s.
GRANITE AND MARBLE DEALERS
coming greater every day. On Mr. unfriendly as a ‘terral garamighty’; never. I realize that now. He and
W. J. Bryant was in Appleton Wed
PIANO TUNER
Calhoun’s arrival lie set the hounds to you make me draw my breath thick I can never come together, but I owe nesday.
EAST UNION, ME.
uatf
Ias the blackamoors, as they say. I him so much—I owe him my life, for
work and the rehellion in tliut dis
Harvesting of the crops is very
did what I thought best ln the clrcnm- he saved It: he must ever have a place jmuch in order now.
Witt tt« Mfflee Mutle Cemeaay
trict was soon over.”___________
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Every-Other-Day

Death Of Well Known Civil War Vet
eran—Served In City Council.

Noted Lecturer Tells of Some ANOTHER GREAT STORY
Things That

His

Church Believes In.

■V

MARTIN S. &RITTO

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

of the

Page Five

J

“RED MASQUERADE”
(“The Lone Wolf’s Daugh
ter")
by Louis Joseph
Vance, begins in the Bos
ton Daily Globe of Friday,
September 23. Be sure to
read this thrilling story. Or
der the Boston Globe regu
larly from your newsdealer
or newsboy. •

The death of Martin S. Britto, an
nounced in Thursday’s issue, marked
' the passing of another well known
Grand Army man, who had also been
i prominent in munioipal affairs.
, The deceased was a native of New
Canaan, Conn., and was born Feb. 23,
1844. He was living on a farm in
Patterson, N. Y„ when the Civil War
broke out. He enlisted Nov. 5, 1861,
as a private in Co. A, 4th Regiment of
New York Heavy Artillery. This regi-

knox probate court
September Term—Adelbert L.

JAMESON & BEVERAGE CO.
------- —
---------------- X—
f

\Miles, Judge; Henry
Payson, Register. ‘

THE TIME TO PAINT IS NOW

H.

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

Wills probated: Osborne B. Cream
er late of Camden, Anna M. Creamer
Exx.; Alexander G. Gillis late of
North Haven, Lizzie C. Gillis Exx.;
Another Drop In The Price Of Paint
Eugene H. Rose late of Rockland,
Leola F. Rose Exx.: Mary J. Sim
mons late of St. George, Maud K.
Stuart Exx.; Lucy A. Dornan late of
If you are going to Paint this fall we /ecommend '
Union, Margaret E. Bowley Exx.;
€
z
James A. Pinkham late of Washing
ton, Jesse Overlock Exr.
The Celebrated Town and Country Paint
Wills filed for notice: John II. Brix
late of Rockland, naming Frank B.
Miller Exr.; Maria Carver Pease late
to be the best Mixed Paint made, also
of Vinalhaven, naming Mary N. Mc-3
*
5
Nichol and Elizabeth M. Pease Exxs.;
Cassie F. Conant late of Friendship,
but Improves the patient morally,
Dutch Boy White Lead
naming B. Ellsworth Spear Exr.;
mentally, and spiritually. It brings a
James E. Rhodes late of Rockland,
man nearer to God and changes his
■z
naming Lucy E. Rhodes Exx.
standpoint from a material to a
and Pure LINSEED OIL
Petition for probate of will and for
spiritual basis.
It uplifts thought,
administration with the will annexed
gives him power over evil, and im
------------------\-------------------filed for notice; Estate Edwin Keat
proves his whole being In the degree
ing late of Warren, naming Francis
that he can grasp its truth.
Your buildings need protection from the deterior
E. Keating Admr. with the will an
Mrs. Eddy’s one objective through
nexed.
ating effect of Rain, Sleet and Snow of the storms
many years was to know God, to find
Petition for administration grant
the infinite source of good, to under
and freezing temperature of Winter.
ed: Estate Esther Roberts late of
stand the true nature of being, that
Vinalhaven, Robert S. Arey Admr.
healing might come to burden-bearing
Petitions for administration filed for
“Save The Surface And You Save All”
humanity.
Her single-mindedness,
notice: Estate William T. Littlefield
untempted by the world, undismayed
late of Rockland, naming A. S. Little
"Of a way, It is not hedged with forms,
by the weakness of the flesh, un
A thought too large for creeds,
field Admr.; Estate Isaac A. Post late
daunted
by
the
enmity
of
evil,
held
A truth indwelling deep and broad.
Therefore PAINT NOW
of Owl's Head, naming May S. Post
her true to her Ideal and brought her
That meets the world's great needs "
Admx.; Estate Maria Hendrickson
to the longed-for goal, the demon
late of Rockport, naming Frank B.
See us before Painting
strable working understanding of the
Mr. Hering said in part:
Miller Admr.; Estate
Cephas
S.
Christ-method,
with
unmistakable
Thomas late of Rockland, naming
Today many thinking people are be signs following.
Sarah Jane Thomas Admx.; Estate
ginning to see as they have not seen
Charles B. Barrows late of Rockport,
before, that the healing work of tho
JAMESON
t^
B^ERAGE
naming Ida F. Barrows Admx.
early church is yet possible, although
ROCKPORT
Petition for distribution granted:
this healing work rebukes the gen
Martin S. Britto
Estate Adelia H Sidensparker, William
erally accepted supremacy of material
Mrs. A. O. Richards of Lincolnville
iiiiiiiiriiinnniiiifliniiiiiiiiiii
amnunmn^
......
F. Sidensparker Admr.
law. They perceive that there is such has been the guest of Mrs. Climenia
Petition for guardian filed and
a thing as spiritual law, a law apart J. Richards this week.
ment lost 779 officers and men in killed,
granted; Estate Roger T. Creamer,
from physics; that this divine law is
Mrs Helen M. Dunbar of Waltham wounded and missing. It participated
Annie V. Creamer Guardian.
and should be sovereign over so-called and Hyde Park, Mass., Is the guest of in many engagements and was at
SEVEN NEW SONGS
NEW FANGLED £lNKS
Petition for new license to sell leal
F physical law; that it has dominion relatives in town.
Appumattox at the time of Lee’s sur
over W(hat ls termed matter; and all
Will Be Sung By Walter Scanlan At estate filed and granted. Estate Ed
Rolf Helgtad is at home from Phil render. Mr. Britto rendered faithful
win F. Lufkin, Benjamin N. Lufkin
this in spite of the bias of materialistic adelphia to spend a few days with his and loyal service and received his hon Gen. Lord Gets An Editor^
“Irish Eyes,” Park Theatre, Oct. 6.
Admr.
thought which declares that any ex parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. Heistad.
orable discharge at Hart’s Island,
Spanking By the Portly
Petition for return of additional in
istence apart from the material can
A large delegation from the Meth N. Y„ Aug. 18, 1865, by reason of close
With his smile as bright, his laughter
ventory filed:
Estate Evelyn O.
Express.
not be conceived. It is encouraging odist and Baptist churches attended of the war.
as infectious and his voice as silvery as
Jones, Ida L. Jones Guardian.
that Christian peoples are beginning the annual convention of the Knox
After the war Mr. Britto came to
ever, Walter Scanlan, the young Ameri
Petition to determine inheritance
to awake out of their sleep and to as County Sunday School Association in this city, where his brother was living.
Gray-haired disciples of
lrf old can singer and actor, who made an
tax granted: Estate A. Austin Farsert their right to the freedom and Warren Wednesday.
He followed the sea for a number of fashioned game of pitchil t horse
rand, Gilford B. Butler Exr.
harmony of the children of God.
Mrs. Albert Nutter of Readfield is years, making many coasting and deep shoes may deplore the fact
at it is
Petitions to determine inheritance
According to the spiritual accounts, the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. sea trips. One of the latter was to the
tax filed for notice: Estate Mary C.
the healing wrought by the Master and James Lane.
SOLD BY
east coast of Africa in the brig Lucy “no longer a hick game," a: seorded
Farnsworth,
Lucy C. Farnsworth
his diclples, was accomplished through
John Leach has returned to Whit Snow. He was shipwrecked on Long in the current number of th .iterary
Admx.;
Estate
James
It.
Farnsworth,
mental or spiritual means alone, that insville, Mass., after spending a few Island Sound in the schooner Maria Digest.
Lucy C. Farnsworth Admx with the
is through some action of thought. days in town.
Louisa, vessel and cargo being lost.
Some sports may hav<y been im
will annexed; Estate Alice S. Conant,
Christian Science healing is brought
Fred K. Leach has returned to New He was shipwrecked for the second proved by the moderniz/g process,
Henry L. Withee Admr.
about in the same way. In both, the York after spending a few days with time while in the schooner Gem. The but the old time flingeri/of the dis
Petitions for license to sell real es
ROCKLAND, MAINE
healing Principle and law are mental his grandparents, Mr. and Mr. John vessel went ashore on Nantucket carded shoes of" Dobbii/ " ill not be
tate granted: Estate Edgar C. Davis.
nnd knowing this, we are glad to ex Shibles.
Shoals and was lost, tiy crew being easily persuaded that /heir favorite
Carrie
S.
Davis
Admx.;
Estate
Willis
amine into the nature of Mind and mind
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins returned Thurs- taken off by life savers. The last ves sport has been made aA’ better by the
E. Wooster, Emma Alice Wooster
action.
lay from Warren, where she has been sel in which Mr. Britto sailed was the adaption of sppciall7.
L made horse
Guardian; Estate Hiram Russell, Wil I MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD y
Mind Is evidently much more than the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Hattie Clytie. He left the sea about 20 years shoes, which are not horse shoes at
liam E. Sheerer Admr.
mere human thought or limited con Robinson.
ago, and for some time was employed all, the employment 4’f calliper meas
Eastern Standard Time
,
Accounts allowed: Estate Pelham
sciousness since it Includes the cause
"“rains Leave Rockland Fort
in
connection
with
the
lime
industry.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lord and daugh7
urements. and the /tting of the posts
C. Morrill, first and final, Delora E.
Augusta, 110.30 a. in., fl.30 p m.
and phenomena of all existence. ter Anette of Portland were guests at He conducted a restaurant several by surveyors’ Sns/uments.
Morrill Admx.; Estate H. N. Wood
Bangor. flO.30 a. in , fl.30 p tn.
.
Christian Science teaches that Mind is Charles W. Robarts’ Thursday.
years, and for four years was janitor
A realization of this fact gives us a
Bath.f7.40a.in.,flO.30 a.m., fl.30p.ni . t5.25p.it
cock, first and final, Della B. Wood
the Infinite consciousness which ex
The members of Mrs. Ella Over- of the Court House. He had served in feeling somethbg like disappoint
Boston . f7.40a. in.. 110.30 a. in., fl.30 p m.
I
cock Admx.; Estate Adelia 11. Sidens
Brunswick, f7.40a. in., J 10.30 a. in,, fl.30 p. tu.,
presses itself as ideas and constitutes lock’s class enjoyed a picnic supper at both branches of the City Government, ment to learn/hat Gen. Herbert M.
$5.25
p.m.
parker,
first
and
final,
William
F.
all being; the intelligence and creative
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth has been and was president of the Common Lord, paymaster general of the army,
Lewiston, 110.30 a. m., fl.30 p. in. r
Sidensparker Admr.; Estate A. Aus
Principle and substance of the uni
New York, fl.30 p. in., t5.25 p. in.
Mrs .Blanche Ellsworth has been Council one year. He retired from the has so far gidorsed the new-fangled
tin
Farrand,
first
and
final,
Gilford
B.
Philadelphia.
C5.25 p. m.
>
verse; the basis of all manifestation confined to her home by illness this Board of Aldermen last March. Mr. kinks with Which the game has been
Butler Exr.; Estate Grace K. Hunt, Portland, f7.40 a. in., flO.30 a. m., fl.30p. m.;’
and right thought, the absolute Truth. week.
Britto was a past commander of Edwin saddled asA° present to President
$5.25
p.m.
first and final, Frank 15. Miller Gdn.;
We can thus distinguish between
Washington, C5.25 p. m.
The members of the G. F. Burgess Libby Post, G. A. It., a member of Harding, /ecently elected honorary
Estate Jennie M. Johnson, first and Waterville, tl0 30a.tn, fl.30 p.m.
the real Mind, the infinite, spiritual, Veteran Firemen's Association will Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M. and Golden president i>( The National Horseshoe
Woolwich, |7.40 a. m., 110.30 a. m., |L30 p. in.;
final,
Erick
Harjula
Gdn.
immortal consciousness which ex attend the Methodist church Sunday Rod Chapter, O E. S„ and an honorary Pitcher's fes ociation, a pair of nickel
p. m.
-nt
Account filed and allowed; Estate $5.25
t Daily, except Sunday. ♦Daily. $ Sunday only.
presses itself in perfect, indestructible morning in a body, Rev. A. F. Leigh’s member of the Sons of Veterans and shoes artn another made of copper.
George
M.
Brainerd,
4th,
H.
Irvin
Hix
$
Daily,
except
Saturday.
harmonious ideas, and the mind which subject will be "Men of God,” special Auxiliary. He was widely known for
Gen. lord is a Maine man and we
Trustee.
CTuesday. Thursday, Sunday. Will run Monday,
Includes the belief in matter, evil, music. Rev. Alexander Henderson bis unvarying good nature, being es have no dr/tbt, learned to pitch horse
Walter Scanlan in “Irish Eyes”
Accounts filed for notice:
Estate July 4, and Sept. 5,instead of July 3 and Sept. 4.
limitation, disease and death. This Director of Religious Education of the pecially fond of a joke, and an ex shoes zln/the barn-yards of Rockland
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
latter therefore is not real Mind, but Maine Baptist State Convention will ceptionally good story teller. In many when rati shoes were employed and instantaneous hit with local theatre William 15. Keith, second, Frank 15. 8 8-21 V. P. A Gen’l Mgr. Gcu'l Pav.engcr Agt,
Hills Trustee; Estate Jeremiah F. Mc
a false concept of mind, the Adam be the speaker ut the Baptist church circles he will be greatly missed.
when tW measuring was done with a goers last season will be an early at
dream which St. Paul terms "the Sunday morning at 10.30.
Mr. Britto is survived by his wife, twig or a sliver from a shingle, in traction this year at Park Theatre in Carty, second. Frank B. Hills Ex1'.:
Subject
carnal mind which is enmity against The Place of Religious Education
formerly Sarah A. Williams, to whom stead it an instrument as accurate af a new production, entitled “Irish Eyes,’’ Estate Mary Elsie Hills, first and final, Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Frank B. Hills Exr.; Estate McIntire
God.” ln other words, God's unlikeness the church. In the evening at 7.30 a he was married /.j years,ago; and two a pair of callipers.
BANGOR LINE
Being a mam from the pen of the well-known author
or opposite. Paul also writes, “To be inion service will be held at the sons, Dr. Charles E. Britto of Stock- handy at almost anything he under- Edward E. Rose, and is said to bubble & O'Neil, distribution, E. M O’Neil
BUMMER SCHEDULE
carnally minded is death; but to be Methodist church with Mr. Hender ton and George W. Britto of Rock took.from playing baseball to singing over with bright sparkling Irish wit surviving partner; Estate James It.
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST ANO CAMDEN
Farnsworth, final, Lucy C. Farns
Leave Rockland daily except Sunday at 8
spiritually minded is life and peace." son as speaker. Subject—“The Call land.
in tlh church choir, we are quite sure and humor, admirably blended with worth Admx. with the wil! annexed;
p. in (Standard Time) for Boston
This carnal mind Christian Science to Youth." All are cordially invited
ths' the general must have acquired pathos and' love.
Leave Rockland dally except Monday at 5
Estate Mary C. Farnsworth, final,
further defines as "mortal mind," slnce to attend these services
oh skill at the horseshoe game and
m (Standard Time) for Camden, Belfast,
The scenes are laid in Ireland and Lucy C. Farnsworth Admx.:
Estate
Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
it includes all that is sick, sinning,
at’ one time he could have claimed America. One of the principal features
EMPIRE THEATRE
U
Hamlin
Calph,
first
and
fina
’
.
,
It.
It.
Return
: Leave Boston daily except Sunday
discordant and mortal. It is the in
/he championship of Knox county, it is a vivid storm at sea on the coast of
Sukeforth Admr.; Estate James 1'. it 6 p in (Daylight Saving Time) for Rock
version or counterfeit of the immortal
STONINGTON
Gladys Walon, that delightful, youfig would not surprise us.
Galway. Ireland. Of course, the real Armbrust, first and final, ft. May Arm- land, Bangor and way landings.
divine Mind, and its betraying char
Leave Bangor dally except Sunday at 2 p.
If now he has gone over to the-new treat will be seven new songs, sung as brust & C. S
star who jumpped into fame in hei
Robeits Trustees; EsTime) for Winterport. Bucks
acteristic is Unity as opposed to in
The Village Improvement Society very first pisture, is soen today i game, as it would appear from his sift only Scanlan can, viz: "Mavourneen," tate Sidney Al. Bird, .second, Elmer S. port,(Standard
Belfast, Camden, Rockland and Boston.
finity; therefore, since all that is real held its first meeting in the Metho “Rich Girl, Poor Girl." Nora McShai to the President, it would almost seem “My Galway Rose,” “The Road To My ’ & Maynard S
BANGOR LINE
Bird Trustees iHomels infinite all that is finite is unreal, dist vestry after the summer vacation lived in a tenement in Fish Ail;
that he has been unfaithful to the Love,” “An Irish Song Will Live As stead): Estate
SCHEOULE EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 27
Sidney M. Bird, secnnd these unreal beliefs of the -carnal and will continue its work through Beatrice Vanderfleet lived in a mi
ancient traditions of a sport that Long As Life and Love Shall Last," 'I
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Bird
mind have neither place, presence, the, fall and winter. As preaching sion off the Park. One was a da/ng dates back to Colonial times and has Was a Pilgrim in Love-Land,” "Kath ond, Elmer 8. & Mavnai'.l
Saturdays at 8 p. m. (standard time) for Bos
Trustees. (Annie M. Bird.)
nor power; any more than has the services will be resumed in the church little-alley-cat—the other was a spy- been played by men who were as ac leen.”
ton Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
The following inventories were filed: Saturdays at 5 a m (standard time) for Ban
schoolboy’s erroneous belief that two at an early date, the Society will seek smooth pet angora. One loved/her curate in measuring the distance be
The theatre will be closed the first Estate James
Hennen
Jennings, gor and way landings.
times two makes five. It is simply
other quarters. A sale of cooked food, “Mugsy”—the other, her Regina U*-yet tween the posts as they were at draw five days of next week, while the seats $18,283; estate Edgar C. Davis, $1022;
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
false concept. It has no existence.
ing
a
bead
on
a
redskin
or
at
defining
home made candy, aprons and fancy they were pals. There! we’ve sot ’em
are being repaired and the interior of estate Alden W. Crouch, $4017.14; es and Fridays at 5 p. m. for Rockland, Bangor
and way landing# Leave Bangor Tuesdays,
Mrs. Eddy’s supreme declaration is articles will be held next Wednesday started and it wouldn’t be faijpfo tell the difference between the ways of sin the building is thoroughly cleaned.
tate,Sarah Clark. $1428; estate Mary Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 p ni. for Rock
this, that there is one infinite Mind afternoon.
and the ways of salvation.
any more—but—
Elsie Hills, $3108.01; estate Charles land, Boston and way landings.
MRS7HANNAH PAINE
which is wholly good, perfect, ir.deA regular game was pitching horse
BAR HABBOB UNB BLUE HILL LISE
T Gallagher, ?uivu,
$6700; uHuno
estate iviorrin
Morrill
t-s
,
- -.
stuctlble, immortal. This infinite, ab
shoes then, as it was some years later
L uneral services of Mrs. Hannah E. Ai»nn
»77n.
Rockland dally except Monday at 5
r» •
. 1 . rn i
s. xAlien Gallagher, $770
estate Howard a. Leave
m.
Bar Harbor, Blue Hill and way land
solute, omniscient, omnipresent, om
when Gen. Lord learned it as a boy
he Home M- '*n<l Wendell R. Coombs. $1050; ings. forReturn
Leave Bar Harbor daily ex
nipotent Being is the lncorporea
from the hird-handed, knotty-armed of John Wallace; were held from the estate Suaan s sj
$15,951.43 cept Sunday at 1 p. in., Blue Hill 12 30 p. ni.
Father-Mother God whose true nat
grown-ups of his home town.
The Wallace home Wednesday,
sday Elderr An-I, eBtate
Allgusla M.
M. Day,
n
,4993.15. esl for Rockland and way landings.
estate Augusta
$4993.15;
ure Is revealed through Christian
crudeness of the implements employed drews officiating. The rematns were I ,ate John E Brackett, „509.20. eslatc
MT DESERT & BLl’EHILL LISE
Science. This divine actuality is the
gave it the element of uncertainty taken to Rockland for interment. Mrs.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
Isaac
Keene,
$130.50;
estate
Ernest
urdays
at B a. m for Bar Harb"i. Biii**)nll and
scientific basis on which ail Christian
that adds interest to any sport, as the Paine was 57 years of age. She con
L. Newton, $1993.53; estate Ruth E. way landings.
Science healing is demonstrated, the
inaccuracies of the measurements af ducted a restaurant in town for sev
Return— Leave Bar Harbor at 1 p. m ; Bluedivine Principle whose overpresence is
forded opportunity for disputes and ar eral months, but was obliged to dis Orbeton, $146.01; estate Sarah E. hill 12 30 p m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
Ewell, $1270.06; estate Merritt H. urdays for Rockland and way landings
utilized in the overcoming of sin and
guments that lent it spice.
continue on account of poor healt|i.
Hyler, $1271; estate James P. Armsickness, through the available trans
We don’t know how many horse She leaves no near relatives.-r-Sear^- ,'
At Boston connection is made with the Met
.inZi -T
,
.
, 01 list, $O0h6.a7
ropolitan Line passenger and freight steamers
forming power of the Christ, coming
shoe pitchers of the old school there port correspondence
of Belfast Journal.
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
to the human consciousness.
are remaining in Rockland, but if any
F. H. SHERMAN, Supt. R. S SHERMAN, Ageni
Estate of John Watts Lermond
Christian Science explains the true
survive and General Lord should reRockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.
NOTICE
nature of the divinely created man, as
urn and attempt to spring any of
i
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
AGENT
FOR
his nickel-plated shoes on them, we
not the man created of the dust of the
! July 10, 1021 he was dub' appointed adininiI strator of the estate of John Watts Lermond,
would be filling to lay a small wager
ground but as the image and likeness
Vinalhaven and Rockland
' late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox, de
that he would be barred.—Portland
of God, the man whom God pronounced
| ceased, without bond as the law directs, and
Steamboat Co.
Express.
good and to whom He gave dominion
on this date was qualified to fill said trust.
All persons having demands against the
over the earth.
estate are desired to present the same for set
The perfect nature of God and the
All kinds of 1 alking
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
The direct route between
tleinent, and ail Indebted thereto are required
real man was revealed to Mrs. Eddy
to make payment immediately to me or to A. ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
carries the home news of Knox county
Machines Repaired
S.
Littlefield
of
Rockland,
Maine,
my
legally
The Scriptures spiritually understood
to every State In the Union and to
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT ANO
appointed Agent for Maine
reveal this truth, and Mrs. Eddy first
many foreign lands.
SWAN S ISLAND
MUSICIANS' SUPPLIES
EDWARD B LERMOND,
stated it In scientific and metaphysical
Elmhurst, Long Island.
Violins Made and Repaired
July 19, 1921.
Kept. 24-Oct. 18
FALL ARRANGEMENT
farms which, when understood, make
(Standard Timo)
it possible for anyone to begin to dem
S
E WFLT
MAIN ST,
o. K..
upstairs
IN EFFECT MONDAY. SEPT 26. 1921.
onstrate It. The creative Principle
ROCKLAND, MAINE
(Subject to change without notice)
operates positively through divine law,
VINALHAVEN LINE
it embraces and supports all real ex
at
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
istence,—perfect God, perfect man, and
Sunday, at 7 a. in. and 12 30 p. m. fur Rockland.
perfect universe.
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
WHOLESALE PRICES
every week day at 9.30 a. m and 3 p. m. for
But If all reality is spiritual and
Vinalhaven.
perfect there arises the question
of nose or throat is al
"What of evil, material, discordant con
STONINGTON and SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Boards, Diminsions and
ways made more endur
Steamer leaves Swan's Island daily except
ditions?” Here Christian Science ex
ere
’s a dandy batES,
Sir;
only
$23.50
Smiil.iy
at 5 30 a. in., Stonington, 6.45 a. m,
able,
sometimes
greatly
Plank.
plains that because Spirit, the absolute
and North Haven at 7 45 a. in., for Rockland.
for
Fords,
certain
for a brand-new,
benefited, by Vicks vapors.
good, is infinite, everywhere, there can
Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
be no place for either evil or matter,
1.30 p. in, for North Haven, Stonington, Isle
Apply up the nostrils—melt
$30 to $35 per M.
first-quality Prest - O - els of Chevrolet,
au Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
and it therefore classifies all phe
in a spoon and inhale vapors.
pcrmittingl. and Swan's Island.
erland,
Buick
and
27
Lite Battery, full of zip
nomena and all experiences which are
W 8 WHITE.
unlike perfect God and perfect man as'
General Manager.
ther cars and trucks,
and
zing, and born to
Rockland, Me , Sept 24, 1921.
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unreal, as false concepts projected by
ome get yours.
It
live long. Prest-O-Lite’s
erroneous human sense, as untrue be
BALLAHAC ROAD, ASH POINT
liefs; and it sustains this contention
SUMMER TIME TABLE
’
means
$12.40
saving
second reduction in less
by destroying these conditions, thus
Below ROCKLAND
of STEAMER CASTINE
than a year! And the over Prest-O-Lite’s 1920
proving them untrue, for Truth is ln106*118
Over 17 Million Jars Used Yearly
(lesructible.
price
!
Drive
around.
battery is better, too.
CAMDEN. WEST ISLESBORO. NORTHPORT.
It should be clparly seen that al
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE
though Christian Science denies mat
Year Round Service, Standard Time
ROUGHLY FINISHED
ter by revealing Its unreality, it does
Leaves Camden every morning on arrival of
LAND
not destroy the sense of existence.
electric car from Rockland at 8 00 a. m.*, Sun
or smoothly polished—just as you preday excepted.
The denial of matter docs not produce
fet- we can complete the
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
a blank, for matter cannot be effectu
2 p in. for Northport, Castine, West Islesboro,
K ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
12
ally denied until the substance of
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
and Camden, arriving at 4 25 in time for the
car for Rockland
’spirit has been clearly apprehended
you order of us. Let us submit de
COOMBS BROS., Belfast. Me.
»The metaphysical process involves a
14-tf
Managers
signs that will look particularly well
realization of Truth and a correspond
on your lot and give you our estimates
ing denial of error, a recognition of
The Muse of Dancing.
Your preference will be considered
what ls real and actual, and a result
i io voit
Pull up where
Tlie Muse Terpsichore was the
and we will try to satisfy you In ever)
ing perception of the illusion of
you see this sign.
particular.
Inventress nnd patroness of the art
material appearance.
This brings
Direct connected home light.
of dancing ns .accessory to the sing
about a change In the human con
Other Prest • O •
Using Standard equipment.
sciousness, and this improved quality
ing or reclmtlon of lyrical poetry.
Liles in correct
FRED S. MARCH "J^hVtSI1
Represented by
of thought produces a more harmoni
site for etrery
&ART Right
She H gencrnlly represented with the
The New Monumental Wsreroome
moke of car.
ous sense of existence.
HUNTER MACHINE CO. lyre nnd plectrum, crowned with Uow*
Park St., Cor. Brick.
Rocklaifd, Ms
Christian Science healing brings’I
PB-tl-llD
era aud lu u mirthful attitude.
ROCKLAND, ME. 49St(
about not merely a physical change,
The Christian Science church on
Cedar street was well filled Thursday
evening to listen to the lecture by
Prof. Herman S. Hering, C. S. 15. of
Concord, N. H., member of the hoard
(if lectureship of the Mother Church
the First Church of Christ Scientist, in
Boston. In introducing the lecturer,
Mrs. Morey, the first reader of the
local church, said:
The world seems to be filled with
turmoil /and unrest, and people are
awakening to their great need of God,
and for religion that will help them in
their home and business lives. Wc
want something tangible, practical,
something that is always at hand, and
that will meet our every need. Mrs:
Eddy felt that need half a century ago
and gave years of her life towards
proving that the Christianity that
Jesus taught is what is needed in the
world today. Tonight we have with
us one who will explain to us the fun
damental points of Christian Science,
and who will tell us—
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Every-Other-Day

THOMASTON
Mrs. Mary Tenny and Miss Alice
Tenny of Washington have been
spending the week with Mrs. Atwood
Kevensaler.
Lawrence Allen of New > ork ar
rived in town Thursday evening and
is a guest of Mrs. George Edgerton.
Evensong and prayer at St. John’s
Episcopal Church Sunday evening at
7 o’clock. Sermon by the rector. Rev.
A. E. Scott of Rockland. Music by
the vested choir.
Mrs. A. S. Spear of Warren and
Mrs. Oliver O. Lermond were guests
of Mrs. Amos A. Dow Friday.
Preaching services at the Baptist
church Sunday at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p.
m. A full choir will be in attendance
at. both services to lead the congrega
tional singing. At the morning service,
Mrs. Short and Mrs. Singer will sing,
“The Lord Is My Shepherd.” arranged
by Henry Smart. The people’s service
at 7 p. m. will begin with an inspiring
song service led by a large chorus
choir, and will sing, “All Hail, Im
manuel,” arranged by Charles Ga
briel. Beginning this week the church
school will meet at 11.50 and continue
for one hour. Choir rehearsal will be
held Tuesday evening at 7.30 sharp, in
the church vestry.
A military dance will be held every
Tuesday evening at Watts Hall Arm
ory with music by Kelly’s Orchestra.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Feyler and
daughter of Portland are spending a
couple of weeks with Mr. Feyler’s
father.
Mrs. Sturdevant arrived Friday
from Ellsworth.
Miss Margaret Copeland of Newton
Center is in town visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Creighton. Littb ■ James
Creighton of Steelton, Pa., aeeompanied her.
elerk at
William Paquin, the
the prison, has moved into the Bert
Thompson house on Main street.
Nicholas Anzalone the village bar
ber has moved from Rockland into the
house formerly occupied by Mr. Eaton,
who has taken the warden’s house.
Ned Carlton, Charles Pickens and
the Deacon leave today for Boston
after spending a three week’s vacation
at the Carlton bungalow.
Miss Alida Hyler who is spending
her vacation at Crescent Beach en
tertained the following friends Wed
nesday evening: Miss Leila Winehenbach, Miss Alta McCoy. Mrs. Ed
ward May. Miss Edith MeAlman. Mrs.
Eugene O’Neil, Mrs. Percy Pemmons,
Miss Anne Hanley and Mrs. John
Beverage.
William Clement of Bangor is the
guest of Donald and Edward Hanley.
Rose. Wilson, who has been spend
ing a vacation with his family leaves
today to join his ship and expects to
sail for Hamburg. Germany.

WARREN
Mrs. Fred Packard and Mrs. Clar
ence Mathews of Camden were at
Henry Starrett's Wednesday.
The circle of the Congregational
church met at Mrs. Samuel Norwood’s
Thursday.
Mrs. John Stevens was a guest of
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett Tuesday.
Mrs. Aspey and daughter Hilda ar
rived from Boston Thursday after a
two weeks' visit.
Miss Ruth Vaughan is home on a
two weeks' vacation from Silsby Hos
pital.
Mrs. Curtis and Mrs. Talbot, both of
Camden, called at Mrs. Thomas Cope
land's Thursday.
Miss Payson is nursing at Silsby
Hospital.
Dana Newman returned Wednesday
to Tufts Dental College.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler entertained
Mrs. Hughes from Damariscotta during the convention.

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.
THOMASTON, ME.
SPECIALS
Chevey Chase Dresses
$1.49
Silk Top Union Suits ..
. 1.29
Sport Hats, all colors .
. 1.39
Tams ...............................
. .98
Lockwood A Cotton ...
•12'/2
School Plaids, good colors
. .25
Dainty line of Gifts—Childrens' Toys
Agents for Edison Disc Phonographs
and Records
Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
Circulating Library

PILLSBURY'S STUDIO
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
AN INSPIRATION

When you give a photograph, you
give of yourself. No other keepsake
inspires so many generous impulses.
You would be photographed more
often if you but knew how happy it
makes your family and friends.
No portrait is so completely satis
fying as one made by a professional
photographer.
PHONE, 33-11

W. P. STRONG

NOW

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
!for one time. 10 cents 3 times.
Six words
make a line

Lost and Found

is your opportunity
to save on a

FOUND—GLASSES At the Southend, pair of
glasses Can be had at THIS OFFICE. 113-113
LOST—Tuesday, Aug. 23, on Main or Limerock streets. Gold open face watch. M. M G
on hack of case. Reward if returned to W M
GRANT, Spruce Head.
105*tf

P I A. 2N O

Wanted
WANTED—Girl In jewelry store over IK;
short hours
No evening work.
JEWELER,
I Care Courier-Gazette Office.
113-114
WANTED—A good home for a girl this winter
For further information address L A. DOW,
Thomaston, Me. R. I> No. 1
112*114

1

The season of summer rentals is closing and our
pianos are coming in.

High grade pianos that were

brand new in the spring that have had good care

during the summer and a thorough tuning and go
ing over in our warerooms will be sold at bargain

prices.
Our best makes are among them.

Come in and

look them over

THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
395 Main Street, Rockland*

MANY COUPLES SEPARATED

Make the evenings cosy
With an Electric Radiator
I

Twertty-Five Divorces Were Granted In Knox County
Supreme Court During Term Just Closed.

N between times—when it's too hot to run the

furnace and too cold to be without some heat

in the home, the Electric Heater finds a real

ef

The September term of Knox county
Rtupfeme court, which finally ad ' 1
burned at noon, yesterday, ranks
a*ong the busiest in recent years.
nefrlj Ml cases having been disposed

i former

name

of

Edna

WheelW. Mn to

WANTFD -Are you satisfied with your in
come? See page 136 October American Maga
zine. upper left hand corner. Apply 9 A. M.
te P. M Sj 'I l.,\ to Tuesday ini lusiv. . .it
HOTEL ROCKLAND. See J J HENSLE 113*11
WANTED—CANOES- Would buy one or two
at good trades this fall ORRIN .1 DICKEY
Belfast. Me.
,112-117
WANTED -Last year my advertisement for
rorter apples brought some returns. 1 want a
few now—large, handsome ones of fine flavor
My recollection is that all Porters used to be of
that kind, but in recent years they appear to
have degenerated Please bring to 45 Beech
Street. W. O FULLER.
112-tf
WANTED—To buy good paying business, man
ufacturing or retail, or a working interest in
same
Must be able to stand investigation.
Address MANUFACTURER, care Courier-Ga
zette, Rockland.
112*117
WANTED 4’or a few weeks, a companion
who can read aloud and do the small amounj
of housework necessary for one woman in camp
Address BOX 450, Rockland, stating qua lift ca
tioti and price
lll-’.f
WANTED- A rook stove in good condition
reasonable price. MRS LAURA ALBEE, 10
Cottage St. Tel. 644-2
111-113
WANTED—A competent woman for general
housework In family of three
MRS. F.
111-tf
BICKNELL, 12 Knox Street.

WANTED- Married Men - We
usual opportunity with a large
concern with advancement and
Frances with a car preferred Excellent

At Any

Central Maine Power Co.

Lightning Protection

YOU CAN
SAVE

For fifty years known to
the trade as the best for
service.

BY BUYING

YOUR

SCHOOL SHOES

I

$48.00 to $385.00

Send for BAKER BOOK
LET describing the entire
line.

Boston Shoe Store

109-125”

n»

.

|S $. L. aTBEB'5. Plesssai I

w

.

THE

RELIABLE

Baker Gun Company
314 Broadway, New York
i.

future. One
pay from the

STITCHERS
On Power Machines

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND
68t«

Miscellaneous
FAMILY WASHINGS done- at Imine
Wet
washings a specialty. Fine or colored gar
ments properly troated. MILDRED CONDON,
8 Leland St Tel. 239-W_________ 111*116'
63-ACRE FARM Horse. 5 Cows Poultry,
Cream Separator, Tools. Full implements, har
nesses etc , included: on improved road in high
class section, close live R. R town, advantages;
machine-worked loam tillage; brook-wa‘cred
pasture, wood, timber, fruit; comfortable house.
2 big barns, etc To close affairs all only
$1706, part cash, easy terms. Described fully
page 15 New Bargain Catalogue
FREE.
STROUT FARM AGENCY, 341 D. G„ Water St.,
Augusta, Me
113-lt
NOTICE-*-! wish to notify the public that T
AM NOT connected in the transfer or trucking
tMUllMU with AUSTIN T PHILBROOK. Tele
phone ail orden to 164-w. russell e.
WOOD.
Hl* 113
J. H. SIMONTON’S CIDER MILL--Will wake
cider for the public Tuesdays and Fridays fvv
'.lie rest Of tin1 season.
110-tf
WANTED—You to know that I have an as
sortment of new ladders of different lengths;
also wood rollers for roller skates. I am prepared to do furniture repairing at reasonable
prices. F A. JOOST, 737 Main Street. 109-tf
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, Picot Edge Cov
ered Buttons. Button Holes, Accordion Plait
ing. Narrow Knife and Side Plaiting. Orders
promptly tilled.
PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN. J6
Le la nd Street Tel 270-J. '________ 110*123
nMACHINrHEMSTITCrnNGTpicot edge Alsogowns and waists made to order. Mail orders
given prompt attetttton M ESTELLE PAR
SONS, Ingraham Block, 1 Chestnut St., CamdefL
110-115

; Rose A. Larrabee of Rockland from See E. M. BROWNELL, at Hotel Rockland, 9 A
; pred Francjs Larrabee, formerly of M. to 9 P. M. Saturday to Tuesday, inclusive
11:;*! t
$600 SECURES 38-ACRE FARM—With Horse
| Rockland, for cruel and abusive treotWANTED
Man
to
work
on
farm
;
drive
team, Crops, 3 Cows and Heifecs, tools, vehicles, fuh!
j ment. Custody of minor child. Elixa- milk, etc House rent and vegetables furnished.
iinpi»'!ricn:s Included;
proeperpui f.irmlng
Towards night or during a chilly evening, a few
i both B. Larrabee, granted to Rose A. Addresi C W FERGUSON. Bristol. Me 111*114 community ; mile store, school, etc., convenient
of.
R
R.
town
and
big
resort
markets;
broad loamy
i Larrabee. Ingraham for libellant.
minutes’ heat from ihe electric radiator takes
WANTED—By Protestant woman, position as fields, big spring-watered pasture, valuable
Twnty-five divorce deciees were I Marion Condon of Thomaston from
housekeeper in widower’s small family, or man woodland; 75 apple trees; good 6-room house*
signer by Associate Justil'' U,';ISV ; Everett F. Condon of Thomaston, for alone
off the chill and stakes things cosy and comfy.
MRS BERTHA E. KIMBALL. Gen 10-cow barn, garage, etc. Owner unable oper
closing hours,
and
111*113
ate; $1350 gets all, only $600 down, easy
during the Closing
noors
auu two , cruei and abug|VH treatment. Custody Del., Attleboro, Mass,
terms Details page 7 New Fall Catalogue 1100
petitioia for divorce were dismissed.
,
Mav Cond
miI1()1. ,.hild
WANTED—A place to board and teach a Bargains. FREE STROUT FARM AGENCY,
Why run the furnace 24 hours a day
for
the
The P'tition of Sylvia D. Merrick
,
,, of I' granted to Marion Condon, .Miller for small child. Address “L,” Courier-Gazette 341 D. G Water St . Augusta Me.
113-11
divorce from Ezra ub(.llant
111*113
sake of the few minutes that you actually need
North IVven for
ROCKLAND’S SHOW PLACE—Early Ameri
Merritt, alleging cruel and abusive ’ Eva Allen of Rockland from John
WANTED— Boarders, men. or men and their can Furniture and' Antiques. Your visit to
the heat?
The Electric radiator’s friendly glow
treatment, was bitterly contested and i P. Allen of parts unknown, for utter wives only; bath room, electric lights MBS Maine is not complete unless you spend at
DANIEL DOHERTY. 47 Grace Street 111*113
will, on instant notice, warm up the room 'ajiere
the hearing was marked by such a dis I desertion. Gould for libellant.
least two hours in this new shop. Botldinff
—Solicitors for Sickness Insurance. 40x60—three floors full to overflowing with
play of donestie pyrotechnics as to
Louise A. Cash of Camden from ForWANTED
you need the heat and save all the
fuss and
antiques
COBB A DAVIS, 115 North Main
Rockland, Camden and vicinity. Good pay.
excite tile Court's iri. "The libellant" i Stephen W. Cash of Bangor, for non
Steady work Right at home Address H C. Street. (Call Mr. Davis at Fuller-Cobb-Darto’
bother of keeping a fire going.
said Judge L-asy, I'says that her hus- j support.
Department Store
83-tf
109-114
Custody of Cora Regina REED, Richmond, Maine
and
band was nibearabl, , intolerant
LA DI EE—Reliable stock of balr goods at the
,
, I Cash. Louis Wardwell Cash and
WANTED—Girl
for general
housework
diabolical, and the lil idlee makes t i: i ,.eo,.ge «{eai Cash, minor children, WINDSOR HOUSE, Myrtle Stret
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St Mall or
108-tf
Attach the Heater cord to any
ient solicited HELEN (’ RHODES
18-t*
same assertion in regard to his wife.
Lo„,se A Cash. Johnson
WANTED Waitress at KNOX HOTEL. Thom
light
socket
and
turn
the
I believe them,and 1 shall grant the , {or ,ibellant
BERRY PICKERS—And others are hereby
aston.
107tf
warned not to trespass on the land on tbw
divorce. ,
switch on “comfort.” That’s
. .
.
. | Iola B. Hupper of Rockland from
WANTED—Dishwasher
TRAINER’S Tolman farm belonging to the undersigned.
to do so. but I Shedd like to specify in u
p Hupper pf gt Georgt, for npn. LUNCH.
JESSE A TOLMAN
7«tf
lOGtf
all there is to it.
And you
the decree that th*Couple shall live at ' upport. custody of Lucille C. HupWHEN IN BOSTON—Every issue of The
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
least 250 miles apar.”
,
|
minor child, granted to Iola B. and female. Highest prices paid JOHN S Courier-Gazette Is on sale by the Old South
will hardly notice the heating
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel 352-14
15tf News Co., Washington St opposite foot of
The decree was sched for cause Hupper Johnson for Reliant.
School Call around and get a copy of the
cost on your light bills.
. f/Y- J
nam 'd. A. S.. LittlefhJd
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham paper with the home news
. ... was counsel, . Mrs. Wilmer G. Smith of Rockland
23-tf
for the libellant and MU,- was cournal
as.awarded «eparate maintenance by her maids, laundresses, general and kttcher.
workers, etc Telephone or call, except between
I«
for libellee.
I direction of the Court. The husband is
and 2 and 6 aud 7 MRS HAWLEY 7s«
Ada Belle Arnold of tamden "as,to make weekly payments of $12 for J*
High 81. Bath. Me Tel 725
100-lf
of Our Stores
For Sale
granted a divorce from Jed K. Ar-- jler’™p|K it.
nold of Matinicus, for tcause of j
♦ # * ♦
FOR SALE—1921 Cleveland Touring Car.
To Let
non-support.
Unusual ,interest atdriven only 3000 miles. A bargain for cashThursday afternoon was set aside for
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping for Inquire at The Courier-Gazette office MRS. A.
tachcd to this case on account of the the memorial exercises in honor of the
_________________ 113-tf
family of two Inquire at THIS OFFICE 112-tf T
alienation case in which th» parties ,atp Lindley Murray staples, who for
FOR SALE—Plate Glass About 99x58 Inches.
TO LET—Furnished or unfurnished rooms for
figured, and because Mr. Ariold was 60 years had been an active member of
housekeeping Also by day or week. Will give good trade ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
already remarried in RenV Xeveda, the Bu,. Among thoge pre8ent were light
113-US
Electric lights NO. 2 WILLOW STREET, Cor fast. Maine.
"PtCltP t
where he went for the purpose of ob- w-llliam
staples, only son of the ner Main Street.
112*114
FOR SALE—28 foot open launch, 10 h. ptainlng a divorce. Lnder thV aws of d(,(.eaged> and his wife. Eloquent triTO LET—Furnished room at 21 MIDDLE ST motor, in commission' aud in first class order.
Very reasonable for cash, but will take marine
Maine the divorce obtaine by ‘Mr. bu(es
tbe many-sided career of the
111-113
bers of the unemployment conference
or automobile, motor boat, wood-work!ng ma
CAMDEN
Arnold was nn regkided as letttl, and Washington attorney were paid by J.
TO LET— Storage Dry, clean place for fur chinery or carpenter’s tools in trade Address,
to be held in Washington.
a petition wat filed in the loc,«\ court j H Montgomery, president of the Knox niture 86 SUMMER ST . Rockland. 111*116
R F D BOX 27, Vinalhaven. Me.
113*118
Louis Langman has returned to Co
Mrs. Walter Carroll of Rockport is lumbia University, New York, where by Mrs. Arnold. The decree of .Vvorce ,,al.. K w pike A s Li,t|efleld. It. I.
TO LET—A modern flat with sun* porch,
FOR
SALE
—
Parlor
Stove,
very
little
used.
granted by Judge Deasy Swes\Mrs.J Thompson Fl.ank B. Miller, Reuel living room, bedroom, bathroom, kitchenette, MRS JOHN M RICHARDSON, 22 Maple Street.
he will resume his studies.
clerking at the Handicraft Shop,
Arnold custody of the two Rnorl Robingon an(, Ast (.,.laU. jU8ti, e Doasy. breakfast room, electric lights, electric stove, _
_________________________
113*114
Miss Marv Davis has returned from j Miss Elizabeth Wadsworth has been children, Dorothy I’, and Murley^by;
biographical sketch, made doubly in electric hot water heater, hut air furnace;
FOR SALE-Hard and soft fitted wood; also
furnished with antique furnltdre. No 8 Grove
a visit with her sister, Mrs. Henry l-'or- visiting her sister Mrs. Elmer True. Arnold and clears up other' comiliDe Lavel Separator. E. L FASSETT, West
teresting and accurate by the speaker’s street. N R COBB or E. C DAVIS 110-tf
in Hope for a few days.
eations. Gould for libellant; Pay\nf
Meadow
Road. Tel. 23-12
113-115
han in Woodfords.
i
___________
long acquaintance with the deceased,
TO LET—Store corner Ocean and Water
for libellee.
FOR SALE—Two cook stoves and a parlor
was given by Judge Miller. The fol streets. Fine cemented basement with outside
Mrs. Edith Trim is the guest of rela
IN SPORTING CIRCLES
112*114
lowing resolutions were presented by entrance Inquire of H. A. ROBBINS, 24 Till stove TEL 143-5.
tives in Boston and vicinity.
3on Ave.
108*113
The other divorces follow:
■ fudge Pike:
FOR SALE Fitted dry hard wood, $14 a cord,
Miss Julia Annis left recently for
Eunice R. Huntley of Thomaston,A,ay
piease Th(. Court:
Morse High School, with which Rock
TO LET—Small tenement on Brewster St delivered. II A HART. South Hope 112*114
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.,
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel 665-2.
FOR SALE—One Guernsey cow. Apply at
where she will resume her duties as land High is scheduled to play in Bath from Edward X. Huntey of Rockland, R Sj?eakin(. for th(, committee that
TO LET—Two furnished front rooms 10 WESTON GARDNER’S, Elmore. Me 112*114
teacher. Mrs. H. \i. Annis accompanied Nov. 5. tackles South Portland High for cruel and abusive treatment. <ag appoi,ded bv tbe President of the PLEASANT
STREET
66*tf
Libellant
to
resume
her
maiden
name.
Associatlon
to
draft
and
present
today,
and
Bath
fans
are
watching
to
FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood and 4 foot
her as far as Boston.
TO LET—Somebody ts nueanig a bouse or clefted hard wood. W. L OXTON, West Rock
Donald Thomas of Rockland was a see what the jtrospects are for a eham- Eunice R. Philbrick. Thompson for ? raohttions commemorating the life
port.
111*111
ooms
'Advertise
yours
In
this
column
ano
libellant.
I },n< public services of the late Honorrecent guest of his cousin. Clifford At - j pionship team
3-tf
Celeste Elmira Hall of Matinicus , bfc Lindley Mur,ay Staples. I sub ,’ou’ll get an application Immediately
FOR SALE—Barber shop. 1 chair, at 638
kins.
Main Street. Will give good trade. JOHN
Tin? Camden High School team hav from Chancy X. Hall of Gloucester, mit he following resolutions:
Miss Alice Prince, who has been the
GUI8TIN
111*113
Mass., for utter desertion. Libellant
Rftpived: That the members of the heard upon all of the great questions
guest of her grandmother. Mrs. Sarah ing beaten Thomaston High and Bel
FOR SALE—Fitted hardwood, loose hay and
to resume her maiden name, Celeste ixr.ox ".ar Association learn with dee,) of public policy coming before it.
Pendleton, has returned to her home fast High, as a course of sprouts, meets
milch cows; will buy or sell live stock of
He earned and well deserved his new
that ambitious Lincoln Academy team tSlmira Tolman. Payson for libellant. , i-egl'ct ,f the death of Hon. Lindley
all kinds. MIKE SUTELLA. New County Road.
in Arlington, Mass.
reputation as the champion and de Tel 314-6.
Linnie
H.
Philbrook
of
South
Thom-i
Murrajt.staples
at
his
home
in
Wash
is
Newcastle
this
afternoon.
The
Lin

111*113
S. T. Constantine has returned from
coln eleven is said to be a heavy one. aston from Francis A. Philbrook of jngton o August 28, 1!I21, at the age fender of the rights of the common
FOR SALE—Young saddle and driving horse.
a visit in Boston and New York.
people, ris he saMr and understood J. G GATH, South Hope, Me.
111*113
Misses Velma Rhodes and Hazel The submaster Robert MeCobb is help South Thomaston, for cruel and|Of eightyOne years. On the date of
them. The confidence and esteem in
FOR SALE—Dry fitted hard wood, split out
Crane left recently fur Boston Uni- ing coach it. Camden's next home abusive treatment. G. B. Buter for, his deceas he was the oldest member
game will be with Rockland High. libellant.
j of this Ba
For more than half a which he was held by the citizens of at large wood, $13 00 per cord, delivered.
versity.
Minnie E. Marshall of Camden from j century he had practised his profes- this county, and the length and char HERMAN ERICKSON, St George Road, Thom
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Lombard, who Oct. 8.
111*116
Edward L. Marshall of Camden, fori sion and fot many years occupied a ai ter of his public service are conclu aston Tel. 168-2.
have been at F. H. Wilbur’s for a few
sive that he knew their wants and de
FOR SALE—Edison phonograph with rec
intoxication.
Smalley
for
libellant.
I
high
place
a,
a
trial
lawyer
in
civil
weeks, left this week for Portland and
; excellent condition; price low. MRS.
Bertha M. Keano of Friendship from and criminal'causes. He was prose- sires and worked steadfastly to ac- ords
New York.
STROUT, 10 Pleasant street.
110-tf
omplish them.
Lewis
M.
Delano
of
Friendship,
for
cuting
attorn?
for
this
county
for
Mrs. A. H. Biekmore and sons, who •
FOR SALE—Dry hard wood, 4 foot length
Prices on
So prominent had he become in the
cruel
and
abusive
treatment.
Pike
for
three
terms
ah
mied
the
office
with
have been spending a few weeks at
$10 per cord; sawed stove length, $12; fitted
ouncils of his party in the State that $14
libellant: Littlefield for libellee.
conspicuous atkjty.
JONES & THORNDIKE, Thomaston Tri.
their summer home on Sea street, have
he
was
.unanimously
nominated
as
Ruby
E.
Clancy
of
Camden
from
1
110*115
During Ills cheer at tlie Bar he
returned to their home in New York. ,
candidate
for
United
States
Senator
John
Clancy
of
Rockport,
for
intook
part
in
mkiy very important
Mr. and Mrs. S. Hansen and da ugh-’!
FOR SALE -Benjamin (’. Studley house on
toxication. Libellant's name to be trials, both civil \nd'criminal, includ by his party, and prominently men James Street; also 2 acres of land on North
ter Alice and Mr. and Mrs. I). J. Dick-!
Main and Broadway.
Inquire MINNIE B.
hanged to Ruby E. Dunton. Gould for ing the defence or prosecution of nine tioned as a candidate for Governor.
i ens have returned from a trip to '
110*115
In the fullness of years and wisdom ADAMS, 27 Camden St.
libellant.
murder cases. Heaas a familiar fig
Montreal..
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
Lillian H. Simmons of Warren from ure within the wals of this historic he rests ftorn his labors in the sleep
for 1922 will be 40' t
Mr. and Mrs. C. 1’. Brown, who have ,
town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
Leo R. Simmons of Waldoboro, for Court House for mop than two gener that knows no earthly waking. To tion
been at North Haven for the summer, •
for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
adultery. Custody of Marguerite T. ations and enjoyed W friendship of him has been given the key that baUiIng facilities
Inquire MISS EVA K
j have returned home.
opens
the
palace
of
eternity.
Long
TORREY, Tenant’s Harbor
M*tf
all
his
associates.
V?
Simmons,
minor
child,
granted
to
less
than
this
year.
Do
not
Mrs. Henrietta Martin is the guest!
will
he
live
in
the
memory
of
his
fel

Lillian
H. Simmons.
Gould for
His presentation ofYhe Law and
FOR SALE—15,000 feet spruce boarding
of friends in Boston and Beverly.
the facts and the loft.'arid eloquence low members of Knox Bar, who, in boards; also 2x4 spruce joist and plank. H. H.
libellant.
Ralph Thomas. Percy Thompson., install before May, 1922.
109-114
Blanche A. Chapin of Rockland of his arguments to ft® Jury marked common with the people of his be STOVER CO.
I John Felton and Miss Alice Keene have
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood, seasoned under
from Carl T. Chapin of parts unknown him as a trial lawyeAWOrthy of the loved town and county and a large
returned to the T’. of M.
number of friends from all over the cover; also furnace wood, $14 00 per cord de
for cruel and abusive treatment. Pike most skilled attark.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Purvis, Mr. and
livered. L. S. FOGLER, South Hope. 108*110
ltis services at Hie k’s a|,|c and State, deeply mourn his i>assing.
for libellant.
Mrs. Frank Chapman and Miss Fannie
FOR SALE-—1916 Ford in good condition,
Be it further resolved, that these
Kliaftbeth
A.
Overlock
of
Rockland
brilliant
as
it
was
did
nd
surpass
his
Dunton of Providence. It. I. are at
tires, will sell at reasonable price. Tel.
resolutions be extended upon the new
from
Chester
H.
Overlook
of
Sears

distinguished
service
as
Yfefie
Sena

notify
ALFRED MORRIS, Tenant’s Harbor
the latter’s home for a short time.
records of this Court and a copy be
port,
for
cruel
and
abusive
treatment
tor.
He
represented
thidwMrnty
in
Air. and Mrs. D. J. Dickens left
FOR
SALE—Give me your order for broiler^
Agent for Knox County
and extremi cruelty. Miller for libel the Senate for twelve mpseeutiv forwarded to the family of the de roasting chickens and fowl, dressed or other
; Thursday for Boston, where they will
ceased.
wise,
10
to 12 hours notice CHAS. T. SPEAK,
lant.
years
and
was
minority
Ie:>bi
of
his
spend a few days.
150 Middle Street. P. 0. Box 332.
99tf
Hlislia W< Pike
Louise E. Leach of Camden from party in that body During the ses
111-116
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Strong entertained
Gilford K. Butler
Everett S. Leach of Camden for cruel sions of the Legislature frpn.‘f»01 ti
FOR SALE—Two five passenger cars, cheap,
P’riday in honor of .Mr. Strong’s sister. |
and in perfect running condition. Good tires.
M. A. Johnson
ind abusive treatment. Custody of 1911, inclusive, his eloquent vt,-(. was
' Mrs. Fred de Bondy of New York
P. D. STARRETT, Warren, Me
101-tf
•» • *
minor child, Louise E. Leach, granted
| City, Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wood,'
The following cases were nol prossed
FOR SALE—FARM—60 acres, % mowing,
to
Louise
E.
Leach.
Emery
for
lil»eli Mr. and Mrs. John F. Coombs and
Thursday: State vs. T. E. Libby, State the balance wood and pasture, good buildings.
ant; Smaley for libellee.
Mrs. A. H. Halford.
Situated at Crescent Beach on the shore of
vs. Hartwell Davis et als., State vs. Penobscot
Theron
I'.
Crouse
of
Cushing
from
Bay
Would make a fine summer
' Camden Commandery. No. 23. K. T.. !
George Milne, Slate vs. Edward F. home. Price reasonable to close an estate. Ap
Alice
Crouse
of
Rockland,
for
adultery.
i will hold a public installation of its
Glover, State vs. Carrie Barnard, State ply to FLOYD L SHAW, Rockland. Me.
They are at the Thomaston sta Custody of minor child, Clarencel
i officers at Masonic Tempi*. Tuesday
108-tf
vs. Hattie Fuller, State vs. Alfred 11.
Crouse, given to Theron Crouse.
| evening. The members of Amity Ix>dge
FOR
SALE
—
Delicious
Sweet
Cider,
made
tion ready for delivery from the car Johnson for libellant;
Orcutt
(seizure),
State
vs.
Woodbury
Howard
and
MONEY
and Keystone R. A. Chapter, and all i
every day from choice apples. Delivered
Maker (lack of evidence), and State vs. fresh
anywhere. Drop me a card. J. H. SIMONTON,
this morning. If you want Shingles W. H. Euler for libellee.
sojourning Masons are invited with
Charles H. Xye, Jr. The case of State R. F. D Rockland
110-tf
Mattie T. Brawn of Union from
their ladies. There will be refreshand want to save the price of cart George H. Brawn of Union, for cruel
ivs. Albert E. Whipple (search and
i ments and a dance following the in - I
FOR SALE—Pure apple cider vinegar of a
(seizure) was filed.
and abusive treatment. Payson for
high quality Drop me a card. J. H. SIMON
ing and storing it will be necessary
i stallation.
85tf
Sentence was suspended in the case TON, K F. D , Rockland,
The ladies of the Methodist church J to act quick as they ought to be all libellant.
■
Of
Lillian
Breen,
who
was
convicted
of
Emma M. Porter of Rockland from
FOR SALF—Aux. sloop boat in damaged con
will hold a food and candy sale at the |
single sale.
dition caused by tire, a good buy for man who
Arthur F. Porter of Rockland, for ex
vestry Wednesday. Doors open at 2.30. i gone by Friday night at the prices
can repair boat himself himself. Inquire A. D
treme cruelty. Johnson for libellant.
BIRD CO. 4 Camden St., Rockland, Me.
If stormy, postponed to Thursday.
I am asking.
Julia A. Archer of Rockland from
82-tf
f
OWL’S HEAD
There will be an excursion to Vinal- ;
Frank Archer of Dalton, Mass, utter
\At the Timber Hili schoolhouse last
FOR SALE—New aud second hand boota,
haven Sunday from Camden on the
desertion. Libellant to resume her
shoes, clothing, hardware, dishes, musical In
steamer C’astine. The boat will leave
Ofeftjng an illustrated lecture on birds struments and furniture C T. BRAGG, 610
W. J. ROBERTSON
maiden name of Julia A. Smith.
AT
Whittemore’s wharf at 40 o’clock fori
\
68tf
"■'s.'given. The film distinctly showed Main St.
Miller for libellant.
Vinalhavin and leave Vinalhaven for!
CARPENTER & BUILDER
tk'nests, young ones, and the bcautiFOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
Grace
Lillian
Kcllar
of
Rockland
Camden at 2.30. Free coffee will b«
ful-oloring of the birds. A small ad- 25 acres and 6 acre® of young growth; plenty
for utter desertion. Custody of minor
OLD
served on board. The fare for the i Tel. 27-22
Thomaston, Me.
'•I'Riou was charged and there was a of wood. Splendid situation for a summef
home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO . Belchild,
M.aryon
Frances
Kcllar,
granted
! round trip is $1.00. This is the last,
106-tf
eanb sa|(, from which $6 was realized. fur,. Me
T*tf
to (iraee L. Kcllar. Payson for libel
| excursion of tin season.
FOR SALE—Second hand Chlckerlng parlor
lant.
Tin- milliivry openings arc being
grand piano; rosewood case Inquire of MR.
NORTH HAVEN
Herbert E. Sprague of St. George
FOSTER. 75 Cedar street
56-tf
[held todii'
PAINTING & PAPER HANGING
from
Esther
Sprague
of
parts
un

Thtttunday
school
at
the
village
will
j Rev. Benjamin Brewster, Bishop of
FOR SALE—Ljug and fitted ham wood, fitted
known,
for
utter
desertion.
Custody
of
begin
,.
pt
.
25
at
3
o'clock.
There
will
I Maine, will preach at the St. Thomas I
Done By
mill wood, hard wood limbs, and fireplace wood
minor child. Kathlenc V. Sprague,
bo elatA-u for all ages. A special pro delivered. T J CARROLL, residence East
church on Sunday at 10.30 a. m.
237 Main St., Rockland, Main*
Warren; P. 0. Thomaston
Tel. Rocklsnn
gram
rit-,
been
arranged
which
will
be
granted
to
Herbert
E.
Sprague.
John

I .J. II. DeFreos of Chicago, also a
G. B. BLOOM
263-21
59.tf
son for libellant.
helpful kd interesting
The annual
I summer resident of Camden, president j
AT VERY LOW PRICES
EVERYTHING
IN
FOOTWEAR
Edna
F.
Tripp
of
Rockland
from
busincs»neCfing and roll call of the
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
I of the Chamber of Commerce of the !
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD
Lloyd R. Tripp of Rockland, for in
Baptist <i„reh will bo hold Sept. 28 at and musical instruments or anything that re
Tel. 627-J or call at 228 Main St.
United States, has been appointed by j
quires a dry, clean room. Tertns reaeonatia,
2
O'clock.,
toxication.
Libellant
to
resume
i»er|
(President Harding as on? ot ihe mem-1
> s. me, 22i umd et., sockUM.
414
ficient place in the home.

CEDAR SHINGLES

BAKER GUNS

manufacturung

_ s’.nr with ihe chauce to leun sueemiiehip

A. T. NORWOOD

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&Stf

have an un

WANTED
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Every^Other-Day

InSocialCircles
In addition to personal notea recording depanurea and arrirala. thia department especial
ly deataes information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................................................... 770

Mr, and Mrs. Roscoe C. Joyce of
Atlantic announce the engagement of
their daughter, Myrtia B.. to Everett
C. Rising of Rockland. Miss Joyce
was a itn-mliw of last June's gradu
ating class of the Rockland High
School.
Mrs. T. Hill Mansfield who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall.
Warren street. Glencove, during the
past week, has returned to her home
in Glen Ridge, N J.

Gluyas Williams, the well-known Il
lustrator, familiar to readers of Life,
Vanity Fair, etc. and former art editor
of Youth's Companion, has decided to
make his home in Knox county. He
has taken a house in Thomaston,
which he will open shortly. Mr. Wil
liams and family have been guests of
Charles Dana Gibson at Dark Harbor
recently.

UR BUYERS have all returned from market, having made large purchases before the advances in the cotton and cot

O

Albert A. Keene of Hyde Park,
Mass, was registered at the Thorn
dike several days this week.
Miss Kathleen Singhl gave a picnic at
the Elliot farm in South Cushing
Tuesday.
Her guests were;
Mrs.
Maynard Marston, Mrs Ralph Hanscom, Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence, Mrs.
William H. Rhodes, Mrs Parker F.
Norcross. Mrs. C. A. Whitney and Miss
Elizabeth Carini.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Robbins
and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Berry have
returned from a trip to Quebec in Mr.
Robbins' car. Favored by a continu
ance of the season's wonderful weather
they visited the great show place of
Canada under most favorable con
ditions, and came home full of enthus
iasm over their trip.
Miss Carrie Fields returned Wednes
day evening from a trip to Boston.
Miss Marion Brewster is expected
home tonight.

Dr. Mary Reuter is expected to re
turn from Boston tonight.
Miss Ruth Montgomery was hostess
at her home in Camden Thursday at a
very pretty luncheon, in honor of Miss
Doris Perry,, whose engagement to
Dr Neil A. Fogg has recently been
announced. Following luncheon the
guests showered Miss Perry through
the medium of a large basket with
all sorts of useful tinware. Auction
was played In the afternoon, Mrs.
Lloyd N. Lawrence winning first
prize. The guests were Miss Doris
Perry, Mrs. William Healey, Miss
Priscilla Brewster of Camden, Miss
Clifford O. Perry, Mrs. B. C. Perry,
Mrs. Lloyd Lawrence, Miss W. H.
Rhodes, Miss Carrie Fields, Mrs. J. W
Thomas, Mrs. C. A. Whitney, Miss
Fiances Flanagan, and Miss Edna
MacAllister.

Miss Dorothy Leach left this morning
for Cambridge, Mass., to resume her
studies at Radcliffe.
Miss Helen McBride, who Is having
her annual vacution front Fred R
Spear's coal ofllce, is visiting in Acton,
Mass.

far lower than will prevail later on.

Four days’ sale-remember the dates—Saturday, Sept. 24th, Monday,

No sale goods exchanged or money refunded.

w

SUITS
We must make room for new Fall Suits,
therefore all our spring and summer suits
must go. No two models alike, mostly
large sizes—in black and navy—a few
small sizes in Jersey Suits, final cleanup—
your choice one-half regular price.

SILK DRESSES
One lot of fine silk taffeta, crepe de
chine, canton crepe and chinchilla crepe
all up to date models—colors gray, navy,
henna, brown and black—sizes 16 to 42,
no two dresses alike. Value $17.50 to
$62.50. Sale price,
$12.50 to $32.50

COTTON DRESSES
One rack of summer dresses made of
ginghams and organdies, mostly small
sizes, all colors. Value $7.75 to $20.00.

Sale Price, $5.00
DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT
3 pieces Coatings. Value $3.00.

Sale Price,

$2.49

Figured Voiles. Value 69c, 89c, $1.00.

Sale Price,

49c

Figured Voiles. Value 50c.

Sale Price,

29c

4 pieces 54 in. Plaid Skirting.

Special,

$2.19
Special, $2.98

7 pieces Plaid Skirting.
7 pieces Cotton Skirting, checks and
stripes. Value 89c.
Sale Price, 49c

VEILS AND UMBRELLAS
One lot 50c and 75c Veilings,
One lot Ladies' Umbrellas.

Ladies’ Silk and Fibre Hose, novelty
lace, black. Value $2.00.

Miss Katherine Edgecomb of Bath Is
substituting at the Rockland Motor
Mart while Miss Sara Hull Is having
a fortnight's vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Keene of Fre
mont, Neb, who have been spending
the past week In this city, expect to
leave today or tomorrow, motoring as
far as Boston, the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Glllettte. who are returning
to Winthrop after a short Rtay at
Lake Megunticook. "I have traveled
pretty much over this country," said
Mr. Keene to The Courier-Gazette
reporter yesterday, “and I wunt to tell
you that there is no State which has
Maine beaten for beauty. When
comes to agriculture and minerals of
course the Middle West Is far ahead
of it.” Mr. Keene hands down the lat
ter decision with the authority of
man whose own farm embraces 1700
acres. Most of this is in the hands of
tenants to be sure, but to the owner
comes a percentage of the harvest,
that among other crops this season
Mr. Keene will have 20,000 bushels of
corn, and a large quantity of wheat
The raising of pork is carried on ex
tenslvely, Mr. Keene having on his own
farm 300 hogs.

Sale Price,

$1.99
$1.29

Ladies’ pure thread Silk Hose, seam
back, black and cordovan. Value, $1.75.

Sale Price,

CHILDREN’S HOSE
One lot of Children’s Socks. 38c specials
One lot of Children’s Mercerized Lisle
Gordon round ticket, black, white and
cordovan.
35c specials

•I

Laundry Bags. Value $1.50.
Sale Price,
Laundry Bags. Value 98c.
Sale Price,
Laundry Bags. Value, $1.25.
Sale Price,
Shoe Bags. Value $1.59.

$12.00.

Sale price,

$1.10

69c
98c

One lot of Georgette Waists, sizes up
to 42—mostly flesh and white. Value
$5.95 to $7.50. Sale Price,
$3.95

25c

Stamped Scarfs. Value 75c.
Sale Price,

65c

All our Wool Plaid Skirts in *all sizes
from 24 to 32 waist measure, will be sold
regardless of cost—up-to-date merchan
dise. Value $16.50 to $24.00.

Sale Price, $12.50

One lot of 16 button Suede Finish
Glove—extra good bargain — brown,
beaver, mode, white and pongee.

98c Specials

LINENS AND UNDERWEAR
Linen Crash, blue border. Value 35c.
Sale Price,
29c
Glass Toweling, red and blue checks.
Value 25c.
Sale Price,
21c
All Linen Towels, slightly damaged.
Value $1.25, $1.50. Sale Price, 89c
All Linen Table Cloths. Value $7.95.
Sale Price,
$6.98
Ladies’ Bodice Top Vests. Value 29c
and 35c.
Sale Price,
23c
Stamped Scarfs, lace edge and lace in
serts. Value, $ 1.00.
Sale Price, 89c

Special Assortment
$10.00 Corsets,
$8.00/
8.50 Corsets,
7.00
6.50 Corsets,
5.00
5.00 Corsets,
4.00
4.00 Corsets,
3.00
A small lot of odd Corsets worth looking
at, odd sizes at special prices
$2.75 Brassieres,
$2.00
1.00 Brassieres,
.89
Special prices on all Elastic Bandeaux

One lot of Chamoisette Gloves, assort
ed colors.
79c Specials

Sale Price,

79c

Night Gowns, sizes 16 & 17. Value $1.59.

$1.29

Night Gowns, sizes 16 & 17. Value $1.79
and $1.89.
Sale Price, $1.49
Night Gowns, extra size. Value $2.75 and
$3.75.
Sale Price, $2.29
Envelopes, all sizes. Value $1.49.

Sale Price,

95c

Envelopes, all sizes. Value 89c and 98c.

Sale Price,

69c

Envelopes, all sizes. Value $1.69 and
$1.75.
Sale Price, $1.39
Envelopes, all sizes. Value $2.50.

$1.89

Envelopes, all sizes. Value $2.98.

Sale Price,

$2.29

LACE AND BUTTON DEPT.

Shadow Proof Petticoats. Value $2.75.

Five pieces of White and Ecru Venice
Insertion. Value $1.50 and $2.25.

Shadow Proof Petticoats. Value $3.75.

Sale Price,

98c

Five pieces White and Ecru Venice In
sertion. Value $ 1.00 and $1.25.

Sale Price,

79c

Five pieces White Venice Insertion.
Value 75c.
Sale Price, 59c
Odd lot of Buttons, odd sizes and prices,
especially priced for sale.

TOILET GOODS DEPARTMENT
Assorted Face Powder. Value 50c.

Sale Price,

39c

One lot Babcock’s Butterfly Talcum.
Value 25c.
Sale Price, 19c
Palmolive Soap. Value 15c.

Sale Price,

10c

One doz. Harriet Hubbard Ayer’s
Aristocrat Talcum. Special.
33c plus tax
Assorted Fancy Toilet Soap. Value 75c.

Sale Price, 50c per box
Mai D'Or Toilet Soap. Value 90c.
Sale Price,

69c

Sale Price,
Sale Price,
The Famous Barmon
Value $2.25.
The Famous Barmon
Value $2.50.
The Famous Barmon
Value $2.98.
The Famous Barmon
Value $3.50.
The Famous Barmon
Value $3.75.

$1.59

$2.29

House Dress.

Sale Price, $1.79
House Dress.

Sale Price, $1.98
House Dress.

Sale Price, $2.39
House Dress.

Sale Price, $2.79
House Dress.

Sale Price, $2.98

BLANKETS
Plaid Blankets, 64x80. Value $4.00.
Sale Price, $2.98
White and Gray Cotton Blankets,
64x76. Value $2.50. Sale Price, $2.19
Army Blankets, all wool, black, brown,
blue and gray.
Special, $2.98
Felt base Floor Covering. Value 75c.

Sale Price,
Two pieces lace edged Marquisette.
Value 50c.
Sale Price,

$6.95

LADIES’ NECKWEAR
One lot Colored Vestees. Value $2.25
and $2.50.
Sale Price, $1.00
One lot Ruffle Vestees. Value $2.25
and $2.50.
Sale Price, $1.59
One lot Colored Organdy Collars.
Value $1.00.
Sale Price, 38c
One lot short length Ribbon.

JEWELRY ~
Vanity Cases. Value $4.98.

Sale Price,

$3.98

Peggy Bracelets. Value 50c.

Sale Price,
Sale Price,

Glove Silk Bloomers. Value, $3.50 and
$3.98.
Sale Price, $2.98
Night Gowns, sizes 16 and I 7. Value 89c.
Sale Price,
65c
Night Gowns, sizes 16 and I 7. Value 98c.

Sale Price,

Sale Price,

38c

Bead Necklaces. Value $1.75.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

Sale Price,

One lot Assorted Pumps,
$4.98
One lot Women’s High Cut Kid and
Calf, lace; exceptional value,
$5.98
All our Brown Brogues, formerly $7.95.

/

WOOL PLAID SKIRTS

LADIES’ GLOVES

Sale Price,

$4.50 to $18.00

SHOE DEPARTMENT

$1.39

Stamped Centers. Value 35c.

A fine line of millinery—all the newest
styles and colorings—one of the largest
assortments in the city—prices to suit
everyone—ranging in price from

$6.50

SILK WAISTS

Sale Price, $1.39
Stamped Pillow Slips, hemstitched for
crocheting. Value $1.50.

Sale Price,

Our entire stock of Wash Skirts made
in Cotton Gabardine, Surf Satin and Wash
Satin, all up-to-the-minute models, all
sizes, regardless of cost. Value $8.75 to

$1.49

Ladies' pure Silk'Hose, seam back, black
and white. Special,
$1.29
Ladies' Silk and Fibre Hose, black and
cordovan. Special,
98c
Ladies* Fibre Silk Hose, black, cordo
van and white, assorted sizes,
59c
Ladies' Mercerized Lisle Hose (Gordon
Round Ticket), white and cordovan.
Value 50c.
Sale Price, 39c
Ladies' full fashioned Lisle Hose, sub
ject to slight imperfections (seconds),
black and white. Special,
33c
Ladies’ Lisle Hose, slight imperfections.
Special,
21c
Ladies' full fashioned Mercerized Lisle
Lace Ankle Hose, black and cordovan.
Value, $1.75.
Sale Price, $1.39
Ladies* fancy ribbed Sport Hose in black
and white and blue and green *mixtures.
Value $1.25.
Sale Price, 98c

Other 8ocial Notes on Page 2.

We must have room for our fall mer
chandise and our spring and summer mod
els must be disposed of. Fine garments
made in all the newest materials and
styles—all sizes and colors—final cleanup
of the season. One-half regular price.

CORSET DEPARTMENT

Mr, and Mrs. W. J. Burton of
Woodfords ape gue9ts until next Mon
day of Mrs. Burton's brother, William
F. Slntmons. Mr. Burton brings the
welcome word that business is rapidly
improving In and around Portland
The concern by which he is employed
is beginning to operate night crews.

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

WHITE WASH SKIRTS

COATS

38c

Special,
$1.39
HOSE DEPARTMENT "

Sale Price,

Mail and telephone orders filled as long as lots last.

EMBROIDERY DEPARTMENT

Ladies' full fashioned Silk Hose, lisle
top, black. Value $2.22, tax 3c.

, Miss Pauline McLoon leaves tomor
row for Providence where she enters
Lincoln Preparatory School.

Sept.26th, Tuesday, Sept. 27th, Wednesday, Sept. 28th.

SALE OPENS AT 8:30 SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH.

Herbert J. Keith of Brookline has
been spending a few days in the city
guest of Misses Ada and Lena Young.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dunhar of Lowell
Mass., who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Fred French, have returned to
their home, accompanied by Mrs. How
ard Dunbar.

Our foresight will afford you a big opportunity to purchase seasonable

Sale Opens Saturday, September 24
and Continues until Wednesday, September 28

The Shakespeare Society holds its
first meeting of the season Oct. 3, with
the president, Mrs. C. S. Beverage.

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Noyes and
daughter Hattie of Boston are spend
ing, a week with friends and relatives
in this city. They made the trip in
their new Dort car. A family reunion
at the home of Mr, and Mrs. Alden
Ulmer followed their arrival,

Cotton mills have already advanced their prices from 10 to 30 per cent, as

goods at much lower prices than could possibly be had on today’s market.

McBeath who are
Osteopathic Con
will return by
and Augusta.

The engagement of Donald E. Spear
of Belfast and Mrs. Rita Philbrook
Grey of Rockland has been announced.
The wedding will take place in Decem
ber. The bride-to-be is the daughter
of Mrs. Alonzo Philbrook Maker of 25
Rockland street. Mr. Spear is the
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene It.
Spear of Belfast and Rockland. Don
ald Spear is a lineman with the N. B.
T. * T. Co.

We offer many lots of merchandise at the lowest price of the season and at prices

raw cotton has advanced from 60 to 80 per cent.

Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Milburn and
daughter Nellie of Portland are week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. George I.
Lurvey.
<
Dr. and Mrs. T. L.
attending the Maine
ference in Portland
way of Sebago Lake

ton piece goods market took effect.

59c

$1.19

Bead Necklaces. Value $1.25.

Sale Price,

89c

Bead Necklaces. Value 50c.

Sale Price,

40c

SWEATERS
Silk tie back Sweaters, navy, gray and
honeydew. Value $5.95.

Sale Price,

$3.50

One lot of odd Sweaters at special prices.

BAGS
Pocket Books. Value $2.50, $2.98.

Sale Price,

$1.98

Purses. Value 75c.
Sale Price,
59c
Silk Bags. Value $2.25. Sale Price, $1.75

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT
Lockwood B Cotton, short length, 11
Tubing, 42 in. Value 45c. Sale Price, 39c
XX Long Cloth, 10 yd. pieces. Value
$2.00.
Sale Price, $1.59
AAA Long Cloth, 10 yd. pieces. Value
$2.20.
Sale Price, $1.79
Large size Satin Bed Spread, scalloped
and cut corners. Value, $6.50.

Sale Price,

$4.69

Crescent Pillow Cases, 42x36. Value
25c.
Sale Price, 21c
Shaker Flannel. Value 12p2C.

Sale Price,

10c

Anderson’s 32 in. Ginghams. Value
75c.
Sale Price, 59c
Dress Gingham, 27 in. Value 21c.

Sale Price,

18c

Percale,
Special, 17c
Cotton, 36 in.,
Special, 17c
Cheese Cloth, yard wide.
Special, 5c
Fruit of the Loom Cotton, 36 in.

Special,

22c

4 pieces Madras Shirting. Value 35c.

Sale Price,

29c

10 yd. pieces Cotton Tale Nainsook.
Value $2.50.
Sale Price, $1.98
3 piecesFancy Voile. Value 29c.

Sale Price,

19c

Heavy Outing Flannel, 27 in. wide.
39c

Special,

17c

\,
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'LOST ALL HOPES

GETTIGAN’S STORY
Former Rockland Mad, Ar

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

OF GETTING WELL Vluch Stress Being Laid On

rested On Grave Charge,
Tells His Side of the Case. Manchester Woman Gets Hap

Civics

and

History

Year—Other Matters

This

WIFE TAKES
HUSBANDSADVICE

GREATEST SHOW EVER

,Soon To Be Held By the Tex

tile

Industry

In

Boston,

With Two Big Conventions.

Every-Other-Day

BIRD'S ROOFS
ART-CRAFT TILE DESIGN

And Is Made Well Again Exhibitors numbering 387 have
Readers of the Boston newspapers
piest Surprise of Her Life The Boys’ Glee Club met with Miss
taken space in the International Tex
by Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Ruggles Tuesday afternoon with the
have been much interested in the
tile Exposition to be held in Mechan
largest
and
most
enthusiastic
enroll

Vegetable Compound
By Taking Tanlac, She Says.
stories concerning J. Thomas Gettigan
ics Building, Boston, Oct. 31-Nov. 5. ,
ment since it started. The Girls' Glee
of Revere, Mass., a former Rockland
Springfield.
Mass.
—
“
The
doctor
told
I
This, the seventh exhibition con-i
Club
had
its
first
meeting
Tuesday.
man, who is under indictment in Bos
I didn’t think anything could help Applicants for membership wOVe tiled my nusband that 1 had to have an oper- ducted by the Textile Industry, will
ton on a’ charge of having tried to hire
ation, otherwise . t 1 be far the greatest show of its kind j
but just after finishing my first out, and quite a few new members
a negro African dodger and a detective
would be a sickly ever held in 4his country.
All the !
woman and could not available 125,000 square feet of floor
to chloroform or shoot Clinton Rich bottle of Tanlac I noticed I was get were admitted.
• • . •
have
any
more
chil

ting
better,
and
now
my
troules
are
space of the two floors and balconies
ardson, his uncle by marriage. FriThe big bouquets of dahlias in
dren on account of ln Exhibition and Grand hall is sold—
all gone," said Mrs. Cilina Bracanier,
day’s Post said:
Room One were donated by Miss Au
my weakened con and it has been found necessary to
1974 Elm St., Manchester, N. H.
drey Blackington.
dition. I refused to
use Paul Revere hall.
• • • •
Gettigan said last night that he in
“For twelve years I suffered from
have the operation.
Starting with the picker room
tends to fight to the limit, both to stomach trouble, and at the time I
Alfred Dyer, 1920, has a fine posi
My husband asked
equipment, there will be hardly any
have all the facts as to the manner in
me
to
try
Lydia
E.
tion
as
bookkeeper
in
Cramp's
Ship

which he was indicted brought to light began taking Tanlac I had lost all hope yard, Camden, N. J.
Pinkham’s Vegeta machine of importance—used in a cot
....
and also tor have his suits for slander of ever being well again. My appetite
ble Compound to see ton mill—that cannot be seen in ac
tual operation—incliuling dyeing, fin
against Richardson and his wife was so poor I was simply forcing my
if it would not help
Miss F. Evelyn Kaler, 1921, has
ishing, and cloth room equipment.
pushed to the full extent of the law.
me.
For
the
first
been
stenographer
at
Monhegan
dur
self to eat enough to keep alive, and
Another feature of importance will be
Officials of the district attorney’s
four
months
I
could
do
but
little
work,
ing
the
past
summer.
She
plans
to
everything hurt me and at times even
the Power Department which will oc
office are already conducting an inves
enter Shaw's Business College, Port had to lie down most of the time, waa
tigation to learn how Gettigan was in a glass of water would upset my land, soon.
nervous and could eat hardly anything, cupy Department D, and will include
dicted by a Suffolk county grand jury stomach. My heart palpitated, I suf
« . » •
but my husband was always reminding exhibits of everything that Is new
and important in the transmission of
after the facts in the same case had fered from heartburn and had aching
Lewis Toothaker ’20 called at the me to take the Vegetable Compound,
power in a Textile Mill. For the first
been heard and the charge against
pains almost all of the time. Number of, school Wednesday. He has had em which I did. Of my eight children thia time, the finished product will be ex
him dismissed in Chelsea District
ployment at Brownfield, Maine, since last one was thc easiest birth of all and
ET out the old hammer and saw.
Prices
Court. Gettigan said yesterday that the times I was so dizzy I could hardly his graduation in June, 1920. His I am thankful for your Vegetable Com hibited by many of the largest mills
on building materials Are down—way down.
entire affair, to the best of his belief stand up, and my nerves were so badly many friends will be pleased to hear pound. I recommend it to my friends in the country.
During the week there will be two
started over the desire of certain unstrung I couldn’t sleep well. I also that he enters Brown University next when I hear them complaining about
We’re glad. So are you.
their ills.”—Mrs. M. Natale, 72 Fre big National Conventions held in con
people to obtain all of the estate of suffered from rheumatism and con week.
nection
with
the
Exposition
at
which
»
•
•
•
mont St., Springfield, Mast.
his aunt, the late Mrs. Lizzie Cook, to
Come on in.
Let us surprise you with our figures
stipation and my kidneys were dis
Sickly, ailing women make unhappy the vital questions of the industry will
which he is part heir.
Cecil Garland ’17 has a good posi
be
discussed.
for
your
requirements
and especially on Bird’s Art-'
homes,
and
after
reading
Mrs.
Natale
’
s
“There's been too much pussy-foot ordered.
tion as teacher of science in the High
ing and I'm going to fight now," said
“Well, some friends of mine in School at Oakland, Maine.
Arthur letter one can imagine now this home
Craft Roof, red or green slate surface, tile design.
was transformed by her restoration to
Gettigan. “After I had signed a paper Laconia got me to try Tanlac, and it's Barbour 'lOhasalike position in Win
SOUTH HOPE
agreeing to my aunt—Mrs. Richardson given me one of the happiest sur terport. Grace Keizer and Lempi health. Every woman who suffers from
Art-Craft is probably the best buy on the market
such
ailments
should
give
Lydia
E.
Pink

being appointed administratrix of the prises of my life. I've taken four Makinen, both of the class of ’21, are
Lester Chandler is pressing cider
today. It’s durable, fire-safe and mighty attractive.
ham
’
s
Vegetable
Compound
a
fair
trial.
estate of Mrs. Cook, things began to bottles of Tanlac and am entirely rid teaching at Cushing.
for the public Monday and Thursday.
It is surely worth while.
happen. Somebody (and he named of my indigestion and rheumatism
The apple crop is abundant.
SAVES money on first cost, the cost of laying,
some of his relatives) obtained a copy I sleep like a child, am eating just any
Miss Ruth Chandler, who left a
Halver Hart has returned home
and the cost of labor. The ideal roofing, right over
of certain papers showing that I served thing I want and I have a better year ago for the Flushing. L. I. High
from a two week's visit with rela
a term in prison in Maine for convic color than for years. In fact there has returned. Adelaide Cross and Ed >•»
tives in New York. Mrs. Hart and
the old wooden shingles or on new buildings.
tion on a charge of embezzlement isn’t a single way Tanlac has not ward Cross are welcomed from Cali
daughters remained for a longer visit.
from Mary Malida Rollins.
helped me, and I think it is just fornia. Miss Frances Doherty has re
Mr and Mrs. Charles Clifford and
We know Art-Craft and we hack it to the limit.
Health Information
“These same people went to my grand.”
entered from the Lisbon, N. H. High.
son Frank of Ilamarlscotta were
Let
’sjdo business together.
* • * *
present employer and showed them
*
Furnished
by
Red
Cross
Sunday guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
the papers and tried to have me dis ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
The principal change made in the
Blanche Dunbar and family.
They
No. 10—Proper Food
charged. My employers are with me L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S. course of study this year relates to *
were accompanied home by C E. Dun
BIRO & SON. inc. (EaUblohed 17951 Eut Walpole Man.
and so are my friends. I’m going to I Hopkins; in Vinalhaven by F. M Civics and United States History. It *
bar for a visit with relatives.
W. H. GLOVER CO.
fight to the limit
As for me trying, whjt
jn South Thomaston by L. O. is the policy of the school to give
Mrs. Margie Simmcns and two chil
to have my uncle shot-in the first Hanley,
Han,pv and
and by
hv the
fhft lMdln
„ druggists
druBBists prominence to these subjects, because
dren and Miss Marion Taylor of Wlnleading
Rockland, Maine
place I’m not even one of his possible
Are you too fat?
it is believed that one of the aims of
nisquam, N. If, are vlsitisg relatives
in every town.
or probable heirs. That excuse they
the public schools is, or should be
Are you too thin?
for two weeks.
have presented is foolishness itself.
developing an intelligent citizenship.
C. B Fish of Camden was here
Do you get up tired and lack that
“I served a term in Maine after they
This adds four classes in Civics, an
Sunday.
SUNSHINE
indespensible
commodity
known
as
had convicted me for embezzlement in
extra class in United States History,
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Payson,
“Pep"?
my home town in Rockland. Me. I’d
daughter Marjorie, son John, Jr. and
Mrs. Nellie Emerson left this week and a large class in Current History.
do the same thing right over again if for Baltimore, Md., to loin her bus- The extra work, however, is taken
If you do the chances are that you Mrs. Payson's mother. Mrs. Green of
the same circumstances happened to
band, Capt. Alva Emerson, who has are of by an unusually capable and are not eating the right kind of food. Wollaston, Mass., were at A. L.
day. This Rollins woman, whom I had just returned from abroad.
willing faculty
No engine develops its maximum Esancy’s recently.
known since I was a little boy, gave
power with the wrong kind of fuel and
Mrs. Hattie McFarland of Union
Capt. and Mrs. George Crockett and
The Modern Simplifier
me $500 and a gold watch, and also a
SOME SCHOOL NOTES
the human engine is no exception to was a weekend guest at A. Y. Boggs.
daughter Mrs. Gertrode Hamilton ef
paper showing that she gave me the
of the Heating Problem
the rule.
Mrs. A. Y. Boggs has returned to
Portland have been visiting relative
$500, but they tried to show that she here and at Blue Hill.
A correspondent writes to The
Proper food is not a matter of the sanatorium in Union, tor treat
was not responsible, and I went to jail.
Purchasers
are enthusiastic over the
Courier-Gazette:
—
"Gorham
Normal
quantity or even price as many of the ment.
■»
Among the pupils attending Deer
"At that time I was engaged to a Isle High School are: Miss Fannie School opened Sept. 14 with one of the most valuable foods are not high
Quantity of Heat received from
New York girl with money and they Conary and Alfred, Sheldon and Lloyd largest entering classes ever enrolled priced nor in the “luxury class".
WHITE HEAD
the small amount of Fuel con
told me that for $1000 I could settle the Conary.
in ■ the normal schools of the State.
“Pep” giving foods are those that
affair and go scot free. 1 refused to
sumed.
One will give your home
The people of Sunshine were very With the exception of a few rooms on contaih what is known as “vitamines'
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Lowe of Spruce
let the girl pay, although she wanted sorry to learn of the death of Thomas the fourth floor of Robie Hall the dor and should be included in every diet.
to, and I went through my original in Gray of Deer Isle.
mitories for young women are filled They produce health and growth Lodge left Thursday for Northern
a welcoming atmosphere.
tentions. I was innocent and I would i
Maine, where they have employment
Forrest Conary sold his motor boat with students. The industrial arts They are milk, butter, yolk *0f eggs,
serve the term rather than let them recently to Guy Welsh of Stonington. course has brought a goodly number and the leafy vegetables, such as for the winter.
even think I was guilty by settling.
Robert J. Powell of the coast guard
The weirmen report that herring of young men who are boarding in spinach, cabbage and lettuce, fresh
WOOD & BISHOP CO.
spent Tuesday at H. W. Andrews'.
And I served the term and I’m not
are scarce and the price has ad the village. Other groups from Port fruits and whole grains.
Fred
Harvey
made
a
business
trip
ashamed of it.
land
and
vicinity
attend
each
morning
There
are
five
main
groups
of
foods
vanced.
BANGOR, MAINE
"In the present case this Lindsay,
to Rockland, Monday.
Calvin Stinson who fell out of the for the day's work. The school spirit and one of each should be included in
Horace Andrews was in Rockland
the Negro-African dodger, owes me old plum tree Sunday, is able to be was everywhere evidently during the the diet of each normal person every
Established 1639
Wednesday* on business.
$13, which constitutes loans, including at work.
opening day. The seniors were on day. They are:
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rackliff have
the $10 which they now say that I gave
Group 1: The mineral and acid
Samuel Stinson went to Blue Hill hand to welcome to school the new
him to shoot my uncle. I'll let the Wednesday to call on Dr. Bliss. Mr. students and to do everything to have class, the body regulators including moved to Wheeler's-Bay.
Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.
Adelard Libbe, left for his home in
public decide whether it is reasonable Stinson, who has been ill for the past them comfortably at home in their spinach, lettuce, peas, string beans
that I would try to get a man shot for two weeks, is steadily improving.
new surrounding.
One interesting tomatoes, turnips, carrots, cabbage, Dover, N. IL, last week. He has been
In Rockland and Thomaston
employed on the well digger here.
$10. A detective, I learn, by The news
Rev. S. M. Wales is visiting his feature was the get-together party at onions, fruit.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Sprague of the
papers, says that I offered Wiim $800. brother, Rev. J. H. Wales. They are which songs were sung and many
Group 2: The protein class, the tis
I never even talked with the man ex conducting meetings at the "Church dances given. Every point of the sue builders, including lean meats, Light were at Seal Harbor Sunday.
H. W. Andrews and daughters Theo
cept when he came in or was with on the Hill" this week.
school year will be a success.”
poultry, fish, oysters, milk, cheese,
» • ♦ ♦
Lindsay. This detective came down
dried vegetables, cocoa, nuts, custard and Thelma were at Tenant's Harbor
Rev. J. H. Wales expects to leave
Wednesday.
here dressed like a bum and made sev soon for Nova Scotia, where he will
According to the census of 1920 lee creams.
Bos’ns Mate Tabbutt of the U. S. C.
eral visits to me in company with preach this winter. We<shall be sorry there are 99,350 children 7 to 13 years
Group 3: The starchy class, that
Lindsay. Each time this bum, or de to have him leave for foreign fields of age in Maine and of this number give heat and energy, including flour, G. has returned from a five days fur
tective, was with Lindsay, the Negro as he is a “man among men” and is 93,615 or 94.2 per cent were reported meal mixtures, bread and crackers, lough spent at his home in Tenant's
And you cannot find anywhere a better, purer, more potent
as attending school. In 1910 the per macaroni, rice, tapioca, cereal break Harbor.
wanted to borrow money. 1 refused well liked by everyone.
A staging gave way at the new j
centage
attending
school
was
92.3,
except on one occasion when I gave
fast
foods,
potatoes.
remedy for indigestion, biliousness, constipation, impover
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dunham and
him $10 and then only after he had I family called on Mrs Dunham's moth thus indicating an improvement as
Group 4: The sugar class, til’1 give coast guard station, recently. Injur
ished blood than this “L. F.” Atwood Medicine. Yet a 50
regards school attendance between heat and energy, including syrup, ing some of the men but not seriously.
promised to go back to work for Rich er at Sunset last Sunday.
cent bottle contains nearly sixty doses —enough to over
Wedding bells will soon be ringing.
ardson.
The autoists are certainly enjoying 1910 and 1920 Of the children 14 and honey, preserves, jellies, dried fruits
come the most stubborn cases when directions as to eating
Gilman Ramsdell of the coat guard
15 years of age in 1920, 83.7 per cent candy, sugar, frozen ices.
“That's all there is to the story. these beautiful monlight nights.
They have told me. in threatening
and exercise arc carefully followed. It is the family phy
Group 5; The fats class, that give motored to Rockland Tuesday ln his
A large number is expected to at were attending school and of those 16
tones, that they will bare my past tend the dance at Deer Isle next Fri and 17 years of age 46.5 per cent.
heat and energy, more heating pel- new car.
sician for the entire household — children and grown-ups. It
record. Let them. But let them be day night
quantity than sugar or starch, inr 'l 1quickly helps to break up a cold, thus preventing serious
sure that they get it all— especially
ing
butter,
cream,
lard,
salt
pork,
ba
Ray Stinson and family have moved
Read
Advertisements
HOPE
sickness. Headache, dizziness, bad breath and languor are
that part of my record from my em from Searsport and are living in part
con, chocolate, vegetable oils.
banished with a few doses. Buy of your dealer,
ployers since I got out of jail."
If you have a tendency to he too
of the D. E. Conary house. Mr. Stin
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease entertained
Profit by Them
son expects to return to Searsport Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gushee last Fri fat, go lightly on groups 3, 4 and 5 and
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
substitute largely from Groups 1 and
later in the year.
Portland, Maine.
day
and
also
had
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tuttle
SOUTH WARREN
The coots and black ducks are re and William Pullen of Camden as over 2, the repair and regular foods.
Similarly if you are thin and with •BE
turning from the North and the boys Sunday guests.
out energy, specialize \on the starch
The E. L. Trues have had as a guest sugar and fat forming foods, and pro
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jordan are are getting their guns in readiness for
Mrs. True's sister, Miss Elizabeth tein foods—never forgetting Group
spending’ a few days at Cranberry the fall fun.
Capt. Willie Green of Deer Isle Wadsworth, formerly of Camden, now
Island, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
the regulator.
called on friends recently.
of Washington, D. C.
Johnson.
Take the same care with your food
Freeman Harriman, who has been
Mrs. George Wilson and grand as you do in selecting your clothes
Mrs. Etta Looke called on her
cousin Mrs. Rebecca Robinson in home for the past week, returned daughter, Dorothea of North Harps and you'll be surprised at the differ
from Stockton Monday.
well, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Beverage
Cushing last Sunday.
Daniel Conary and Russell Barter and daughter, Mary, and Mr. and Mrs, ence. Your natural inclinations may
Mrs. Lillian Marshall, who has been
not always be an indication of what is
at T. W. Marshall’s for a few days, went to Sargentville with a load of Archie Herrick of Camden were Sun best for your system.
apples Monday.
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
returned home Tuesday.
Miss Susie Haskell visited friends Robbins.
A scow load of lumber and a car
Those small ads ln The CourierU. G. Pease is attending court this
load has recently been taken from here this week.
Gusie Haenssler has completed his week in Rockland.
Gazette are read by every body. That I
here.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Hobbs, Eugene Is why they are so popular and
Charles Curtis returned Thursday new garage and has painted his
house.
from Fort Williams.
Harville and Roy K. Hobbs motored “ffeetlve
to Waterville Tuesday. Roy will re
Edward Chapman of Portland was
a recent gtiest of Edward Cutting. A
enter Colby college in the Fall term.
SOMERVILLE
Portland paper says: “A noticeable
Mrs. F. Weaver Morse was the
figure on the street with his long gray
guest of Mrs. Charles Thompson last
beard and alert step is Edward K.
h. C. Caswell and Bert Bragg of Tuesday.
A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
Chapman, who lives at 98 Grant street. ■Windsor were in town threshing grain
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen enter for Congestion, Aches, Pains and In
tained their parents Mr. and Mrs. Al flammation. At all Druggists. Price |
He enlisted in the First Maine D. C. last week.
Cavalry and served a year when he
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Brown have em blon Allen and an aunt, Mrs. Eliza De 26c, to any address.
was severely wounded and discharged. ployment at Noyes’ apple factory at Merritt one day last week.
PRIEST DRUG CO., Bangor, Me.
For many years he has followed the Weeks Mills.
Mrs. Roy Coombs of Rockland is at
business of a shipper of evergreens.
Kev. A. A. Fowler and brother B. F. her mother's, Mrs. Luella Bartlett’s,
As a checker player he has few su Fowler of Weeks Mills were Saturday for a fpw days.
periors in Maine. Born July 21, 1841, callers of their cousin Mrs F. A
Mr. and Mrs. George Hall have re
he recently rounded out his SOth year Turner.
turned from a motor trip to Massa
in fine condition both bodily and men
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Evans and sons chusetts and report the best time
tally. Financially he is well fixed as of Augusta passed the weekend at ever.
he owns more than 70 tenements in their place in this vicinity.
Miss Hope Lincoln is back from
Get that pipe-party-bee buzzing in your smokethis city."
Mr. and Mrs. Lot T. Leighton of Castine where she was the guest of
section!
Know for a fact what a joy*us jimmy pipe
her aunt, Miss Mary Bills and other
China visited relatives here Sunday
can
and
will
do for your peace and content! Just
relatives
for
a
week.
Several farmers are marketing their
Telephone that Item of news to The
The Hobbs, True, Hardy and Nash
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of crop of apples at the factory at
check
up
the
men
in all walks of life you meet daily
families occupied the Honeymoon cot
readers will see It.
Weeks Mills.
who certainly get top sport out of their pipes—all
tage, Hobbs Pond last Sunday. A
pkinic dinner, bathing and an alto
aglow with fragrant, delightful, friendly Prince
gether good time is reported.
Frlfiet Albert It
Albert!
The Hope baseball team went to
ooid in toppy rW
Lincolnville last Saturday and won In
bags, fitly rod ting,
OUR
SPECIALTY
handsome pound
And, you can wager your week’s wad that Prince
a game of 11 to 4.
and half pound tin
The relatives and friends of Au
humidors and in tho
Albert
’s quality and flavor and coolness—and its
brey W. Dunton of Melrose, Mass., are
pound crystal glass
humid
or
with
freedom from bite and parch (cut out by our exclu
very glad to hear of his steady im
opongo moistonor
provement in health.
Although he
sive
patented process)—will ring up records in your
did not visit his old home town this
little
old smokemeter the likes of which you never
year, he keeps in touch with all its
INC.
events and is a constant reader of the
before
could believe possible!
Camden Herald.
BOSTON, MASS.
Mrs. Herbert Esancy and four
You don’t get tired of a pipe when it’s packed with
daughters of Burkettville, Mr and Mrs.
Prince Albert! Paste that in your hat!
Frank Payson and son Edward of
Lincolnville and Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
NED L. MORISON, Appls Expert
And, just between ourselves! Ever dip into the
Payson of Rockland were visitors at
Mrs. Eleanor Payson's Sunday.
sport of rolling ’em? Get some Prince Albert and
E. W. J. HEARTY, President
Miss Mildred Robinson has re
the makin’s papers—quick—and cash in on a ciga
turned to her home in Melrose, Mass.,
ROBERT B. LORING, Trees.
after a week very pleasantly spent
rette that will prove a revelation!
with friends here and in trips through
the country.
CRIMP CUT
Dr. F. O. Bartlett, his son Russell
20 Panuel Hall Market
ICHG BURNING ?IPf AND
CIGARETTE TOBACCO
and two children of Rockland, were
Your grocer will know you’re rather particular
at the Bartlett home last Sunday.
(North Side)
Copyright 1921
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Robinson and
by R. J. RayooUo
about quality—even though “Post Toasties”
Tobacco Co.
Allie McDonald of Rockland called at
Wlnston-SoUa.
cost no more than ordinary corn flakes.
A. F. Dunton's last Sunday.
N.C.
Miss Estelle--V.
Bartlett spent
96TU-S
(Ac national joy smoko
Sunday in Lincolnville.

Prices Are Down
Spirits Are Up

PIPELESS
CLARION FURNACE

4 a dose

Oar

«^Aad

Musto Turp

A pipe won’t burn your V
tongue if you smoke R A.! <

MAINE

APPLES

To avoid possible disap
pointment, don’t merely
say “corn flakes,” but—

KINGMAN & HEARTY

. j>RINCE^ALBERI

Post Toasties
—best corn flakes

“lhe House Built on the Apple”

Fringe Albert

